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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 20, 1903:

TERRITORIAL
LAWMAKERS
Forty-four- th

Days9 Doings

of Legislature.

THE FALL IRRIGATION DILL DEFEATED
The Proceedings of Yesterday Were Lively
" From Beginning to End.

THE MISSISSIPPI
Pie

Rash of Waters Breaking
the Levees,

Interfere with the consolidation of the
city and county governments of Denver under the Rush home rule constitutional amendment adopted at; the last
state election. Jadges Marshall and
Hallett heard arguments on the appliCommissioner
cation of
Frederick P. Watts for Injunction and
concurred in th decision sot to grant
the petition..

A Man

Fearful Accident to Women to Rhode

Island.,
COLORADO

JUDGE'S

RULING

Washington, March 2!). The
weather bureau has issued the
following special river bulletin:
The river situation Is practic- ally unchanged.. The Mississippi
Is about stationary at Memphis
and continue
below.
At New
Orleans thta morning the stage
was 19.6 feet, 0.1 above the prer-tons high water of 1897. The eon-dltlons from Memphis southward
continue extremely critical. Fut-tire developments depended al
most wholly on the ability of the
levees to hold the water."

Island Sound.

MURDERER.

SERIOUS CONDITIONS IN. LOWtAKDS

Say

A STEAMER
COLLISION
Run Down in a Fog in Long

He Choked Nora Fuller

to Death.
Lincoln, March 20. A special from
Kreemont, Neb., say:
A man who given his name m John
Dennett, and who, asserts he is the
murderer of Nora Fuller, a girl who
was killed at San Francisco over a
year ago, surrendered to Sheriff Bau- man and Is boind held. The man appeared at the- jail door last night and
begged the sheriff to imprison him,
saying that the face of the dead girl
haunted him. Bennett, fn his confes
b!on, say that he choked the girt to
death at, a house at 1121 Walnut street.
San Francisco. He woald not tell why
he committed the crime, but said that
after it was done he left the elty has-tllHe will be held for investigation,.

.

MANY WERE KILLED AND DROWNED

Dect Combine Heavily FinedSheet Metal
Strikers Enjoined.

New London. March 20. In th fog, ot the fog and when she was sighted
which descended upon Long Island by the Plymouth was too close to
sound' last night, the big Fall River avoid the collision. There, was a quick
The Council.
passenger steamer Plymouth, from exchange of signals and then the
(Wednesday's Afternoon Session.)
New York for Fall River., with BOO crasht. The bow of the City of Tannton
X
The council developed a passion for
passengers and a crew of 20t) men was penetrated ten feet Into the hull of the
X
regular order for bills and as fast as
run down while passing through the Plymouth and as she backed away she
X
they were handed down, some memrace by the freight steamer, City of raked the upper works of the passenber demanded the regular order and It,
Taunton, of the same line, bound from ger vessel, tearing out the second
was always insisted upon.
New Ycrk.
cabin and ripping the staterooms to
The following bills were handed
A full hundred feet of the starboard pieces.
Mony Market,
!own to take their regular order on
Water poured Into the hold and '
New York. March 20. Money on side ot the vessel was smashed In as If
demand :
paper, the state rooms of the second drowned the men In the bunks.
6 per cent; prime mercanat
call
stead
House bill No. 184, an act relating
The Plymouth was Immediately
cabin were entirely cut away.
tile paper at per cent; silver, 48H.
to the duties of assessors.
Most of the erw, who were asleep headed for this city.
Levee Breaks Near Memphis,
House bill No. 39, an act to enable
It was thought at one time the ship's '
in the steerage, were drowned by the
Memphis, Tenn., March 80.
X
LIVELY AT SANTA FE.
certain towns to change their form
poured through the great company would have to take to the
torrent
that
spite
In
nunby
of
work
heroic
of government by proclamation.
gap made by the bow of the freighter. boats, but the closing ot the collision
dreds of men, the levee near Pe- House bill No. 156, an art relating
Although greatly terrified the people bulkh 'ids prevented the water from
can Point, forty miles north, Is
to pawnbrokers' licenses.
the stricken ship exercised gaining and the vessel made the bar- - '
aboard
an
Up
Beats
away
X
Member
House
given
early
reported
to
have
House bill No. 69, an act relating to
control and there was no bor and wharf unassisted. There was
great
eelf
X
today
water
vast
a
and
column of
. the payment of territorial officers.
collision occurred after no way of telling Immediately how
The
panic.
House,
ot
the
X is running through a crevice 400
House bill No. 189, an act to provide
the vessel had slowly made her way many perished. Six are dead certain
feet wide. Pecan Polot is twenty X
for an exhibit at the St. Louis exposiover the sound through the fog until ly and In the mass of debris from the
X miles north of Trice's landing, X
tion.
she reached a point east of Gull Island. wrecked cabin and staterooms there
THE
where the first break occurred
TWO DESERTERS.
(Continued on page six.)
WORLD'S FAIR APPROPRIATION.
House bill No. 216, an act relating to
The City of Taunton drove up out may be several more bodies, while In
X and additional flood being let into
stray horses.
the steerage It Is thought there are
St. Francis basin will cause the X
House bill No. 218, an act relating
bodies of others drowned beaoden
EAGLES
NIGHT.
LAST
X
Major
rapidly
waters
F.
FourH.
more
of
Hardle,
to
the
rise
20.
to ditches.
Both
Santa Fe. N. M., March
OLD RACKET WORKED.
reported.
.
.
those
X
X
through
cavalry,
teenth United States
stationed
the low lands. President
House joint resolution No. 4, an act
houses of the legislature adjourned
being
was
Plymouth
made ''
As
the
Killough, of the St. Francis levee X sine die at midnight last night, passat Fort WIngate, accompanied by Col.
to pay the capltol employes extra pay
fast to the wharf there were seen to
J. S. Van Doren, arrived here last night X board, says that whll.-- the slttia- - X ing just before adjournment an appro- tor their services.
be a hole ten feet square itrtiST
House bill No. 217, an act relating Their Entertainment Appreciated by on passenger train No. 8 and are com- X tlon is serious there bis been no X platlon of $30,000 for an exhibit at St Two Toughs Secure Good Clothing at
the starboard eld a about thirty-fiva
few
fortably quartered at the Alvarado.
actual distress excel lu
to Chayes and Roosevelt counties.
Louis world's fair, which had been
Crowd.
feet
from her bow, while for a hunda
Large
X bitterly fought because one of the St
isolated cases.
Major Hardle is called here to apHouse bill No. 122, an act for the re
.
,
Mandell's Store,
red feet her joiner work had been carAnother break is reported at
pear as a witness in the Investigation
lief of Nicolas Tenorio.
papers
opposed statehood.
Louis
ried away. Including the entire second
North Helena, where the waters X
to be made this afternoon of Frank H.
House bill No 2, an act relating to
Just before the house adjourned a
cabin and seven staterooms' on the
A
RAITLING
SHOW.
6000
X
through
eight
an
foot
compulsory education.
are rushing
Bush and George H. Smithover, primember, Pedro Romero, from San
TWO MEN ARRESTED.
saloon deck.
gap in the small levee, flooding
Mr. Andrews asked unanimous con
vates, charged with having deserted
Miguel county, pounded up terribly,
The known dead:
X
driving
and
section
north
sent to make a report from the com'
the
at the fort on the 13th inst.
Zecarlas Valdez, in a political
Marthy, watchman, head cut off. .
John
Eagles
upward
The
made
another
X
negroes
high
many
lands.
on
to
banking,
Mr.
banks
and
but
mlttee
Bush and Smithover were arrested
The familiar old holdup game, where
dispute. Both men were put out of the
Coleman, negro pantryman,
Snow
flight
great
suckingdom
toward
of
the
rail objected.
here Wednesday and have since been
building and Romero was jailed this one man buys while the other helps drowned.
The council concurred In the house cess and popularity by their delightful held In the county Jail. They have emDykes Swept Away.
morning. Valdez's Injuries, while seri- himself, was worked In Mike Mandell's
Julius Dawson, negro mess man,''
amendments to the council bill to entertainment at Colombo hall last ployed W. E. Heacock as their attorGreenville, Miss., March 20.
ous, are not fatal.
7 o'clock drowned.
about
clothing
night.
establishment
X
liarraonize existing school laws.
Leland,
dyke,
at
The protection
ney.
bring about habeas corJohn Bristol, negro waiter, drownthis morning, just after Mr. Mandell's
The opening scene, that of a merry pus He will
House bill No. 179, an act relating
Ark., 1b rapidly sllplng into the X
proceedings and try and secure
Still Arguing.
nephew, a boy about 16 years old, had ed.
picnicing
party,
unique
was
a
and
to bawdy houses, was handed down
X
probable
now
is
It
that
and
river
St. Louis, March 20. Counsel for opened up.
their release.
John Williams, negro baker, drownand Mr. Spless moved to table the bill. novel Idea of introducing the talent of
At these proceedings Assistant Unit- X the river will seek a new channel, X the defense continued argument today
in,
seeing
came
men
Two
the
and
ed.
X
The motion was lost. Those who vot the company.
in
interior.
leaving
Greenville
the
ed States Attorney E. L. Medler will
in the Northern
Securities merger boy alone, one asked to see some overThe First Regiment band, in their
ed against It were MesBrs. Albright,
John W. Thompson, Wllkesbarre,
case
depart- X The situation Is most grave. The X case, the Xorenoon session of court beconduct
the
war
for
the
appearance
renwere
of
rear
on the street and In
overalls
at
skull
alls.
The
the
X
shattered.
Andrews, Duncan, Hughes, Jaramlllo,
Greento
Ark.,
Lunar,
X
from
river
ment, and the circumstances, which
ing opened by Attorney C. W. Bunn,
dering orchestral music, was an
boy susplcionlng
The Injured:
Martinez and President Chaves.
are very unusual, will be investigated X vllle, via Leland. makes a bend, of X. counsel for the Northern Pacific Rail- the room, and the
feature.
Patrick Dale, coal trimmer, New
Substitute for house bill No. 159. the
V eighteen miles, and the current at X way company, it is thought probable nothing, went with the man who wishA. Moya, a talented member of the thoroughly.
Irrigation commission bill, was handed
arm cut off.
Vork,
other
while
overalls,
co
the
ed
to
the
X
washing
very
X
twi'.t,
Leland
is
Major Hardie is the officer in comby the attorneys yet to talk that the
flown.
Mr. Andrews demanded the band, played several cornet solos that
part
KUduff, passepgor, Boston,
he
front
Michaiel
!n
of
the
remained
man
X
be fl&lhed
ase
mand at Fort Wingate and a very con- X against the main llni of the levee.
argument '.2 tb-regular order. Mr. Fall moved to go won the high praise of the audience.
store. He was a lnrse man, sandy raus-min- right foot cut.
X
iyke
was
protect
a
this,
X
built
To
servative
gentleman,
and does not
today.
9ener
Former Attorney
Into a committee of the whole to conThe program, consisting of twenty
Of the Injured i Is thought that Dale
u.i-th- e
and wore a .... o0
it his duty to talk of the case, X and it Is this woiic that is going X Griggs wil close for the defendants,
sider the bill and cited rule 58 in sup attractive features, divided Into two think
X
X
now.
on
smooth
tanBotllveashisarn:)1"005,
other man was small' and
port of his motion, claiming that It parts, was well prepared and arranged as it is now in the possession of the
.nd Special Counsel Watson, of PittsX
D.
Bollinger
Captain
F.
X
In
Captain
a
finds
courts.
faced.
Neither
dressed
were
Davis,
He
of
thinks
the
Plymouth,
deIs
very
that it
burg, will close for the government.
provided the council should go into a in a manner that no number became
manner that would speak' well as to clined to make any statement concerncommittee of the whole at any time it tiresome or lacking Interest. The large strange that these men should desert X that C$0 feet of 'he dyke had been X
away,
X
swept
X
le.iving
250
but
feet
at
President Determined.
this time, considering that their
their mode of living. The little man ing the accident at this time.
was ordered by a majority. President and appreciative audience was pleased
Washington, March 20. The presl-Cru- seemed to be a hard customer to suit.
Captain T. H. Low, of the United
Chaves ruled against him. Mr. Fall and in a good humor throughout the. I term of enlistment will be finished lu S iDtact. The trouble here Is that X
a year and that they are likely to be X the river is four feet above the X
colored, collector of customs at After be had looked at a number of States marine corps, with Lieutenant
contended that his construction of the performance.
X 1897 mark and rising at the rate X Charleston, 8. C, and Wm. M. Brynes, different styles, the other man called Wm. C. Harlee. and seventy-fivmarule was correct Mr. Andrews held
everyone was more
pleased ianen to the Philippines. In case they X
of a half a foot a day. Heavy X United States district attorney for back to htm that he would Ml Oct him rines occupied the second cabin on the
were taken to the Islands it would
that the council could not go Into a with tue Barnes Bros, inthan
their
clever a great
committee of the whole on the first sketches and songs, especially
trip, as they would have the X rain fell during the night which X Delaware. Both nominations failed of on the corner. As soon as the large sldd Where the craBh fell.
the
reading of a bill. President Chaves crutch clog dancing of
It is thought all the marines lost
opportunity of seeing a great deal of X will retard the work and add to X confirmation at the recent session of man had left the store, the hard to-J. W. Barnes.
X he senate,
sustained this point and asked that an
please customer selected a pall of fheiV i?psacks containing their extra
Songs of a various character, sentl me world and at the same time draw X the danger.
appeal be taken as he was somewhat mental and humorous, were
pay. It would be more of a pleasure X
X
Overalls, paid for them and left the (jlt'thln. None of the marines were
greatly In
Improvement at Naval Academy.
X
In doubt. Fall said he would decline evidence. Mrs.
X
i
Water Galore. ,
When Mr. Stein, the head sales- killed or Injured.
store.
Rosa Berrv sanir the up man a campaign of war, as things
Washington, Mnnh 20. Interest in
to appeal from the decision as Presi latest songs. Spanish songs
are very peaceim on tne lsianuu ui
Ark.. March 20. Two X
Helena.
City
The
point
of
auhtori
boy
this
made
told
man,
of
the
him
arrived
the
ren present.
or tnree small meatu . .
improvements designed
the
dent Chaves was recognized as an able aerea iy Lee Mitchell. Thewere
two men visiting the store. Mr. Bteln, at 5:45 this morning with her bow
Eagles
red in the North Helena lo.v.
for the new naval academy at Annap- - having
parliamentarian and he would defer to quintet, composed
The
is
Fourteenth
to
ordered
the
had many experiences in cloth'1 stove in and her pumps working. Her
of
Berry
Mrs.
Rosa
protects
- X
which
subnorthern
the
now centers about the colossal
the ruling of the chair. President Messrs. C. E. Burg, Frank Hungate, C Philippines and will probably embark
ing
holdups, became suspicious bulk had saved her from finking.
store
and
imposiuo
pouring
urbs. The water
through X
atructure designed for
Chaves expressed his regrets that Mr. W. and J. V.
from
San
Patrick Daley, of New York, a coal
Francisco
1
August
about
examined
the clothing on the ta
and
Barnes,
was
well rethe breaks in the levee and over X the midshipmen's quarter The navy
Major Hardle reports fine weather at
fall would not appeal and thanked celved. Miss Grace Houghton received
hies in the front part of the store and trimmer on the Plymouth, died this
department
top
of
has
the
the
embankment
ordered
will
that
work
on
htm for the courtesy to the chair. Mr. tne
popular attention of the music Wirgate.
soon fill the entire basin and cov- - X this building be pushed forward as rap- found a coat, vest and two pair of afternoon. This makes seven dead as
Andrews said the question could not
by her sweet and charming
lovers
er the territory from Walker X idly as possible. To Insure speedy pro- - trousers, all of spring styles just re far as reported.
Will Be Court Martialed.
bo opened again as the president had
.
street to the hill. Walker street X Biess the force of workmen has been cM"id, were missing.
uusn and Smithover. the United
inled on the point raised. The bill voice. The songs and recitations of
CORPORATIONS FINED.
The
discovery
Francis
Elmer
was
as
made
the
showed
young
booh
that
the
to
protects
1,000
which
levee
increased
men.
complearmy
The
city
X
the
therefore took the regular order.
deserters, were arraigned
genueman was a stage artist. Mrs States
before Judge Baker this afternoon In a X proper on the north is positively X tion of this building will do much to- goods had Just been placed on the Five Beef Combines Penalized by the
House bill No. 212, an act relating to
Rosa
Berry
Mr.
and
Elmer appeared habeas corpus proceedings, instituted X In no danger.
X ward making the academy the finest tables yesterday. The man was nu
the pay of interpreters for territorial
Missouri Court.
and most complete naval training doubtedly on to his Job as he selected
grand juries, and house bill No. 185, in an original ragtime piano duet lor their release by their attorney
City, Mo.. March 20. The
Jefferson
sc hool in the world. The building Is to out his size, taking a 38 coat and vest
an act to create a board of control for which was heartily applauded until The court ruled to th contrary and
Armour, Cudahy, Swift, Hammond and
they responded.
WOMEN KILLED.
they were turned over to
ie rour stories In height. The base but of different patterns, and trousers the Schwartzchmids and Sulzberger
territorial educational
custody
Institutions
The people seemed to feel proud of or Major Hardle. of tho the
ment will be devoted to kitchens, laun to fit himself and pardner. The cloth packing companies, the five defendants
were handed down and regular order
Fourteenth
lug stolen were of small striped and
the attractive and charming appear cevalry, from which regiment they
demanded fur both.
in the ouster poceedlngs brought by
are Run Into by a Train and Made Victims dry, shower baths, etc., while the cen
ance
or
on
While
Walking
Albuquerque'B
Tracks.
daughters,
portion
tral
of
ground
The council then went into execu
e'eserters. They are now under milithe
attorney general of Missouri
floor will inack and white check patterns.
the
City Marshal McMlllln was immedi against
Phlllipsdale. R. I., March 20. Three be given over to the big mess hall
irginia Finch, Grace Hough tary law and will be taken back to
tive session in which the nomination misses
the alleged beef combine last
ton,
women
were
auiy
Glenna
notified
instantly
and started on the trail summer, were fined 15,000 each In the
killed and a which will accommodate from 1,000 to
SeldomridEe. Eva I.uirtnn Fort Wingate and tried before a court
of K. L. Bartlett to be solicitor generof
Ethel
the men. The trains were watched Missouri supreme court today and orBowser, Lizzie Tavlor. Lena Sol- - rrartlal. Major Hardie and Colonel fourth was probably fatally Injured 1,2"0 stud. Mils. In the wings of the
al was confirmed. The nominations of
all district attorneys with the excep- domridge, Irene Harper, Katherine Van Doren will retun to Wlnsate to- while walking from Pawtucket to this ground floor will be the midshipmen's by the officers and young Mandell, but dered to pay the costs of the same.'
place on the trac ks of the New York, living and study rooms. On the sec the men steered clear of the depot. The Unless
tion of that of J. M. Hervey to be dis- Corcoran and Marguerite Ingram im. night.
the fines and costs are paid
Mrs. Rosa Berry iu the
iew mven ic Hartford railroad to ond floor, central portion, will be me- omcers state that they have a clue within thirty days the defendants will
trict attorney for Eighth district, were uer Lauiain
' Hear the
song,
drill
expect
and
day.
Strike Situation Quiet.
to land their men before be ousted from
The victims in trying to avoid morial hall, to be used for alumni reMusic in the
confirmed. The nomination of Mr.
the state, so the court
Cripple Creek, March 20. The crea cne train was struck by another.
Hervey was rejected, the vote standunions and as a trophy room. This evening.
orders.
Harry McKay, an aceonmlUho,! ,... tion of a commission by the governor
The killed: Rose McAloon, Rrldget hall will run up three stories in height.
ing 6 to 6. The nominations of memMen Arrested.
bers of the dental board were confirm- uoiogist ana Impersonator, furnish,! to investigate the strike aroused sligh White, Mary McTic rncj .
AN INJUNCTION.
a spicy and amusing Interval by his interest here and it is believed that
The Injured: Lizzie
Teachers Meet in Ashland.
Officers J.H.Bennett and Joe Salazar
ed.
Ashland, Wis., March 20. A host of arrested two young men giving the Granted Against Strikers of Sheet
The women are nil under 20 years
The council then adjourned until 10 clever sketches. His impersonation of such a body will accomplish but litan old southern darkey won the ad- tle. A majority of union members and of age. They were walking from their school teachers has invaded Ashlaud names or Arthur Drake and John tt'll
Metal Workers.
o'clock Thursday morning.
Chicago, March 20. An Injunction
miration of the house. His local bits citizens of the district believe that homes to the Glemlon dye works at and will remain in possession until lis, at Ranches de Albuquerque about
(Thursday's Morning Session.)
the causes which led up to the strike this place, where liny were employ- Sunday. The occasion is the annual noon toaay. They had three
were also enjoyed.
pair of has been granted by Judge Holdom
,,
. .
M I'U Unua
It was almost 11 o'clock when the
have been fully set before the public. ed.
convention of the North Wisconsin pants and a coat and vest In their dob- - apainst the officers and members ot
mm vviiuam urlm-mer
council was tailed to order ami praymade a hit in the latest song, Everything was quiet today.
Teachers'
association
and It has session, w nen tney were brought back the Sheet Metal Workers' union No.
er was offered by ltev. W. A. Cooper. When the
brought out a full attendance of the to the city Drake was Identified as the 3. their agents and pickets stationed
HOME RULE.
Wintertime
Comes
P.
O.
Kllnt,
h.,
Sparta.
Mic
who
of
Miss Pendleton appeared with a nies-fru- Around," assisted by the company.
members from all over the section em- man who bought the overalls at Man about the plant of the Syke's Steel
Mr. has been In the city the past two
Consolidation of City and County Gov- braced by the association. The two dell's and all the clothes
from the house and in recogniz- - Grimmer was an amusing character
Roofing company. It is claimed in the
in weeks visiting his son, A. P. Klint, the
were Identiof Denver,
Imk her, 1'resluent Chaves caused a many a touching scene, and
etition for the injunction that a
ernments
claj
program
b'
fied
papers
calls
as
for
disthose
and
stolen from the store.
appeared
Second street tailor, left on his
reign of terror has existed since the
Denver, March
The United cussions covering a wiae range of sul- pif.it laugh by addressing her as "Mr. as a German in a character sketch South
eturn home this morning.
'fatates circuit court today refused to'jecls of interest to the educators.
sheet metal workers weut on strika
(Continued on page five.)
March 10.
FORTY-FOURT-

.

which demonstrated his ability as a
performer.
D, E. Strachan caused hearty laughter by catching bees at the picnic.
Speechmaber Nat Greene added to
the attractiveness of the surroundings
by his stately and attractive appearance. Chaperone nilly Berry was here,
there and everywhere. His watchful
eye prevented any blunders in the performance of the company. The best
number on the program, according to
the opinion of the pleased audience,
was the song composed by Mrs. nerry,
"A Trip to the Orient, or theFIckle
Actor." The leading part was taken
by Mrs. BeYry, assisted by Miss Grace
Houghton, Miss Ethel Bowser, Miss
Virginia Finch, Messrs. Lee Mitchell,
Thomas Walsh and Frank Hungate.
The song is captivating and was received with popular esteem. This is
the first time the song has been given
In public, having Just been copyrighted.
A novel number of the program was
the animated song sheet, sang by Mr.
Elmer, and assisted by twelve young
ladles, whose heads were unexpectedly
thrust through a large sheet of music,
extending the width of the stage, at a
timely Interval. Piano accompanists
were Miss Hanthorne and Miss Bertha
Loebs. The musical part of perform
ance was under the supervision of Mrs.
Berry and the dramatic part and arrangement under J. W. Barnes.
The Eagles scored auother grand
success.

NUMBER 409

DAY, THURSDAY,
MARCH 19, 1903.

Clerk. After she had delivered the
message, the usual form of motion w'as
changed bo the "messenger" was received. .The council then took a recess subject to the call of the chair.
It was after 12 o'clock before the
blockade in the counoll was broken or
any dent was made in it. The members were called to order and Mr. Fall,
from the steering committee, submitted a formal report from the committee naming certain bills to be taken up. In connection with the report,
Mr. Fall contended that a report from
the steering committee Is a report of
the highest privilege and that the HERE FROM FT. WINGATE.
rules require that the subject reported
upon shall be taken up for Immediate
consideration. President Chaves held
that the report could be made at any Major HaTdie Called Here on Impotime as a privileged report. Mr. Fall
repeated his contention that Immertant Court Matters.
diate consideration of the matter reported upon should be given under the
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1

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAli,i' CITIZEN.

2

A GOOD

.

woolen mills in that city. Why,
there waa a woolen mill In
successiul operation and turning out
cloth by the wholesale in Cherry Valley, Mora county, almost before you
were born, at least before you ever
thought of coming to New Mexico.
Las Vegas Record.

BAG!

HOT WATER

HAVE YOU A GOOD ONE?

Call and lot us show you good honest vsHies In Hot Water Baga,
Fountain Syringes, Combination Syringes, Atomizer, etc. We sell
them on a positive guarantea for perfect workmanship and durability.

B. M. BRIOOS & CO.,
ALVARADO PHARMACY

PROPRIETORS

719.213,793. belngr a gain of

$921,811.-62-

5

during the year.
HUGHES ft McCHEIGHT,

Publishers

The Chines

census shows

426,000,-44-

7

people In three provinces. Come
Thou. Hnshrs
Editor to think of !t. there are no race suinl City J1!or
W. T. McOretfht....Igr.
cide books In the Chinese language.
Published Daily and Weekly.

-

's

It is rumored on the street that
Journal-Democra-

Dyspepsia

tajS

son-in-la-

McNary, will be placed in charge of

the Optic on and after July

1, 1903.

(the

If

corpora-

The
tion sheet), promised some time ago
that it would soon commence the publication of the tax roll of this city. It
Journal-Democra- t,

I

would no doubt show up some interesting facts if ever published, and would
demonstrate that those who are the
loudest howlers pay less taxes according to the valuation of their properties,
than some of their republican neighbors. By all means let the assessment
roll be published "In the Interest of
the people," which the corporation
aheet says it represents, the publication of tbeoll is demanded.

According to statistical tables published hv the Spectator, the assets of
life Insurance companies of the United
States on January 1. 1903, amounted to$2,100,138,473, being a gain of $187,778.198 In the preceding iweive mumus
was
The surpliw over all liabilities The
1295 629,768, a gain of $18,409,797.
mnnles received $407,300,463 in pre- mluma and paid policy holders being
the respective increases
j joo'sai and S12.283.300. The total
$8,-f insurance in force was
tm mvw

$199,-737.28- 7

-
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Disease
CURCO BY

Dr.

YOU FEEL SICK
And you wonder what's the matter.
Your headaches, you feci tired and

JEME2 & SULPHUR KOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carries tne V. a. man; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 6 a. m. For particulars address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents. Al
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
tor, Jcmez.

.

t,

Joshua Raynolds, president of the First
National bank, has purchased a con
trolling Interest in the
lie has just purchased a controlling Interest in the Las Vegas Optic,
Prof. James Graham
and his

DAY, MARCH 20 1903

nervous, have no appetite and can't
WITH AV.PLE MEANS
sleep. The trouble lies in the stomach.
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
It has lieeome weak, and cannot, therefore, do ita work properly. Take a
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUEHQUfc, N. M.
Union County Divorce Case.
doao of Uostctter Stomach nitters beenLucinda Rael de Mondragon has
fore each meal. It will restore the ap0
Imported beer at the White Elephant
tered suit in Union county against her petite, Insure perfect digestion and
EXTENOS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
husband, Ramon Mondragon, for ab- sound sleep and make you feel better. -- Just received.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
solute divorce. The couple were mar- No other Spring medicine is as good.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00,
FOODS.
HtALIH
hapIn
December, 1897, and lived
ried
Try a bottle.
pily ever after until May 30, 1898,
We keep the mod complete stock of
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
when, according to her story, Ramon
health foods in the city and we sell
HOSTETTER'S
M. 8. OTERO, President
tired of home, sweet home, and did
them at eastern prices. Caramel CeW. 8 8TRICKLER, V.
and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON. Asst Caihla?
cruelly desert her without just cause
real, Toasted Wheat Flakes, Toasted
STOMACH BITTERS
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
or provocation and has continued to re
Corn Flakes. Hulled Wheat, Hulless
J. C. BALDRIDOE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
Beans,
fuse to live with ner, all of which Is
Nut
Butter,
Bromose,
Protose,
INDIAN 8CH00L NOTES.
real mean of Ramon, so she prays the
Meltose, 3ranola, tlranose Biscuit,
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA
SANTA FE RAILWAY
court to set aside the lion da of matriOur Industrial teacher has been ob- Pepttene, Zwieback, Mailed Nuts and
mony that bind them, and to give her serving Arbor Day fur the past few Beef Fluid. A fresh supply of the
such other relief as to the court may days and the result is that a goodly above just received. Try them.
seem proper. Las Vegas Record.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
number of nice trees have been planted
323 South Second etrcet. Bell 'Phone
on the grounds.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
A15.
Supervisor Wright Is taking hold of
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. the business with rncrpy and Is pusho
No
tuberculosis preservaline or col
All druggists refund the money if it ing a
number of improvements. He Is oring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
falls to cure. E. V. Grove's signature improving the app arnnce of the
o
is on each box. 25c.
grounds, and Is providing for games
In Mexican d rawn work we are
emshowing a big assortment.
and recreations for the pupils and
Albert
The Electric Koad.
ployes.
Faber, 305 West Railroad avenue.
(ESTABLISHED 1883.)
Manager Epperson, of tne Las Vegas
Our carpenter Is drawing plans for
and Hot Springs electric road and a new laundry which we hope to have
Aluminum house numhsrs; three for
power company, materially added to
erected during the present, ('.seal year. 25 cents. See C. A. Hudson, Second
the crowd last night, by running cars
A goodly
from the school at- avenue.
between the city and the springs dur- tended the number
given at Coentertainment
Go to the White Elephant for Muen-cheing the evening. A great many people lombo hall
evening, and they say
last
Hofbrau beer.
took advantage of the running of the they were highly entertained.
electric cars, who could not make con-Gentlemen! Let us take your measnectlons for the special train.
Danger of Colds and Grip.
ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
Parties who rode on them last night
The greatest danger from colds and pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
pronounce the" trip most enjoyable, the grip is their resulting In pneumonia.
o
Fresh Cut Flowers,
cars running as smootn and as fast as If reasonable care is used, however,
Vegas
Optic.
IVES,
THE
FLORIST.
the regular train. Las
Cough Remedy
and Chamberlain's
taken, all danger will be avoided.
A Remarkable Case.
hrofesional cards
Among the tens of thousands who have
One of the most remarkable cases of used this remedy for these diseases we
dentists!
a cold,
on the lungs, causABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNA' ILLO COUNTY REAL ES
ing pneumonia, Is that of Mrs. Ger- have yet to learn of a single case reJ. Alger, D. O. S.
Edmund
trude E. Kenner, Marlon, Ind., who was sulting in- - pneumonia, which shows 3u6 Railroad avenue. Office hours', 8:30
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
TATE
prep.
12:S0
1:30
p.
p.
Is
m.
m.;
a.
a
m.
mfl
certain
to
conclusively
to
it
I
that
entirely cured by the use of One Min162.
Telephone
by
Appointments
made
YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
IN8URE
ute, Cough
Cure. She says: "The ventative of that dangerous disease. mall.
coughing and straining so weakened It will ture a cold or an attack of the
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. S.
me that I run down in weight from grip in less time than any other treatAND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
148 to 92 pounds. I tried a number of ment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
remedies to on avail until I used One For sale by all druggists.
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
AND
Minute Cough Cure. Four bottles of
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
o
this wonderful remedy cured me enniai. . Automatic 'phone 157; Old
CANADIAN KILTIES
tirely of the cough, strengthened my
'phone 62.
lungs and restored me to my normal
MANAGER OP
weight, health and strength." B. H. Capture New York Musical Soldiers
LAWYERS.
are Well Received at the Garden.
Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
Bernard S. Rodey
It was "Hands Across the Sea" or ATTOP.NEY-AT-I.AAlbuquerque, N.
J. H. Pegue, the freight bill collec- rather across the Canadian border
M. Prompt attention given to all business
tor for W. L. Trimble & Co., is up and at the Madison Square Garden. "The pertaining to the profession. Will pracNext Door to First National Bank.
In all courts of the territory and bearound after a tussle with a slight at- Kilties" Highlanders Band of Canada tice
fore the United States land office.
Naw Telephone 222.
tack of the rheumatism.
mighty
stretch.
of
the
was the medium
Ira M. Bond
A crowd of Americans filled the great ATTORNEY-AT-l.A42 F street N. W.,
Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague. auditorium to hear the crack music- Waahlngton, D. C. Pensions, lands, pat
Most everybody afflicted in one way or ians in king's scarlet and Scotch kilts ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
trade marks, claims.
another. Only one safe, never failing play. And thelr,wel'.'ame'W5 warm.
cure Doan's Ointment. At any drug
William D. Lee
The r:'ogram began with the "Star
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOftlce, room 7, N.
store, 50 cents.
Spangled Banner" and closed with T.
Armijo building. Will practice In all
0
King,"
"America" and "God Save the
the courts of the territory.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Thos. Brown, president of the Con' sung by the baud.
R, W. D. Bryan
Solidated Mining and Smelting compawas a remarkable concert in many ATTORNEY-AT-LAIt
N. Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
ny at Los Cerrlllos, is in the city with ways, for it Included bagpipe virtuose-Jy- , M. Olnce, First National Albuquerque,
Bank building.
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
General Manager Thomas. Mr. Brown
Scottish dances, songs and instruFrank W. Clancy
Repairs on Mining and Ml 11 Machinery a Specialty.
Pa., and is well
Is from Franklin,
ATTORNEY-AT-LArooms i and 8, N. FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
pleased with Albuquerque and his
Albuquerque,
M.
building,
N.
Armijo
T.
mining interests In the territory.

There Is an unwritten law which forbids
the president to leave United
U N ofwm LA BE L
Sttes territory. If President Roosevelt
should extend his western trip as far
as Hawal!, would he bo considered as
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches outside of the United States at any
Largest City and County Circulation time?
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona .Circulation
ALL A MOCKERY.
Terms of Subscription.
'Tn the Interest of the people" was
Journal-DemocraCopies of this pnper may he found on being worked prettily by the
The
Citizen
until
file at Washington In Hie oWce of our
referred
fipeclal correspondent, K. U. Sogers, 81S to the fact that when "the city council
V street N. W., Washington D. C.
attempts to regulate water rates, etc.,
$6.00 In the interest of
Dally, by mall, one year
the people" then the
3.00
nix
months
mall,
IMilly, by
Bheet will commence to
1.50 corporation
Daily, by mail, three months
BO
Dally, by mail, one month
howl itself hoarse against the people.
75
Dally, by carrier, one month
2.00 In the language of Vanderbilt, "D n
Weekly, by mall, per year
The Daily Citizen will be delivered In
people," and this can be applied
the city at the76 low rateperof 20 cents per the
week, or for
month, when to our erratic neighbor up the street,
cents
paM monthly. These rates are less than who, on its editorial page pollutes its
thorn If any other dally paper In the
columns by classing people who have
different views from it to the harlots,
and on one of its local pages announces itself so pure and moral that
it would not taint Its columns by giving the court proceedings in the case
against Alonzo Avilla, convicted by
Judge Baker on the charge of adultery
and fornication.
In the language of
the immortal Abraham Lincoln, at
present fitting the case of the Journal-democra"You can fool all the people some of the time, and you can fool
some of the people all the time, hut
you can't fool all the people all the
SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW.
time. '
The true reason for the fight of the
Journal-DemocrIn the interest "of
TOUCHED A TENDER SPOT.
the dear people," as It says, la coming
The Citizen touched a tender spot
to light. Its circulation was falling
off at an alarming rate, its advertising when It referred to the Journal-Democra- t
as the corporation sheet, which it
patronage was shrinking inch by inch
every day, and the only way it could cannot deny. The day before, Instead
force itself upon the people was to of putting facts before the people, it
proclaim itself in their favor, publish dealt in personalities against The Citiabusive articles about The Citizen, the zen so indecent as to cause the blush
Hobbells, the Lunas, the legislature of shame to come to anyone reading
and Governor Otero, and circulate sev one of its editorials, and for this uneral hundred copies free throughout called for offense, as The Citizen had
rncr
The corpoj- Jot QlMied Pr?Jent Micpheraon Of
the c'
""'"atio'ii sheet the great Soppei1 Knows Head Chief Burke among the harlots,
these linen to be facts, and aa long as it referred to that paper as a corporaThe Citlsen has a voice under its tion sheet and mentioned the fact, inpresent management the rotten Water cidentally, that when the city council
Company's works will not be sold to commences to regulate water rates,
in the interest of the people then
the city. Then The Citizen will howl, etc., Journal-Democrwill howl In an
and it will howl good and long for the the
other tune, which is another fact that
people.
the corporation sheet cannot truthfully
Ascension day this year falls on the deny. Its posing in the Interest of the
people is all buncomb; its fight against
list of May.
The Citizen is an attempt to bolster
up Its rapidly decreasing circulation
or some reason the Journal-Democra- t
was the blunt of several jokes at and business, and against the Hubbels
the purpose of creating dissensions
the entertainment at the Colombo hall for
in
ranks of the republican party
the
laughed.
everybody
night,
and
last
in this city and county. The people
now beginning to realize the obThe legislature adjourned sine die are
fight,
ject
of the
lob
legislators
and
night,
and
the
last
alto
being
done
is
know
and
that
it
capleaving
commence
the
byists will
high
his
and
president
new
low
the
ital (or their homes .this afternoon and
moguls an opportunity to ventilate
evening.
their personal spleen. It is not a fight
the interest of the people and the
Thanks to the legislature, especially in
people
know it.
the council, for the defeat of the Fall
irrigation bill. If that bill had passed
We are Corrected.
it would have made certain promoters
suddenly rich and in the end worked
The Albuquerque Citizen made the
the greatest kind of wrong to the peo statement the other day under glaring
headlines, that the first piece of cloth
ple of the territory.
ever produced in New Mexico had been
to commence run off the looms at the Rio Grande
. The Citizen expects
work on tbe city directory of Albu
aueroue about the middle of next
month. In order to get out an extra
tine piece of work, as to binding and
the Dublication of illustratioas, the
bindery department of The Citizen will?
tie considerably enlarged and a first
class man put in charge.
Journal-Democrat-
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PIERCE'S

Golden

Medical
Discovery
srat weak, nervous und dizzv. with a
fainting sensation when wdlkiug," writes
leu inuums, r.sq , 01 baiuuei, bum van
Co., Tenn. "Could not walk any distance;
always felt bad after eating; felt as though
something was sticking in my throat, al
ways uneasmets ill stomach.
Doctored
with three phyhiciaua but they did not
I
relieve me.
tsrew worse and used
evervthiakf I could think of: was nearlv
ready to give tip and then some one told
me that Tr. I'irrce't medicine was good,
so I lrgau takuiK his 'Golden Medical
Discovery.' I have take n eveo bottles of
that uow and am as stout as ever, and tn
loving helih an much as ever before. I
worked all summer aud this winter as
much as rny our. Mv faae was liver disease and ntrous dyspeisia of which your
medicine has cured in-- .
In beptemher
tryi my weight wasabo-.i- t 94 pouuda, now
it is sty . tii f accept uy siuccre inauaa

J.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

n

J

deep-seate-

M. flOORE

d

Albuquerque Abstract Company

-

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

E. W. Dobson

Every family should have its
medicine cheat, and the first bot
tle in it should be Dr. Wood's Norway
for
Pine Syrup, nature's remedy
coughs and colds.

Office,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

block, Albuquerque, N. M.

fa

Cromwell

John H. Stlngle
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Cromwell block,

Roller Mills and Elevator

PHYSICIANS.

o

The "Creole Lover s Song, as sung
by John Douglas Walker at the Metro
politan concert tonight will charm add
delight all hearers. Mr. Walker has
already demonstrated to Albuquerque
audiences his high standing as an

Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting- Block.
Room 17,
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wheelman's tool bag isn't complete
without a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclec-tri- c
Oil. Heals cuts, bruises, stings,
sprains. Monarch over pain.

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

A

0

The Las Vegas Optic says: Mrs. SI
mon Neustadt, formerly Miss Sadie
llolzman, accompanied by the pride of
the Neustadt household, came up from
Albuquerque this afternoon on a visit
to her mother, Mrs. Philip llolzman.

r

Women love a clear, healthy
Pure blood makes it. Burdock Blood Bitters makes pure blood, mental music a variety of accomplish
o
ments few bands can boast of. And
J. B. Archuleta, of the.Jemez hot among the Instrumental numbers were
springs, is in the city attending court. several American airs which were cer
Sheriff Thomas S. Hubbell, who was tainly novel to American ears in their
at Sania Fe the past few days, return- unique arrangeme
ed to the city Wednesday night.
,yed last night by the "Kilties' were
GEORGE WASHINGTON'8 QUF"'- -- remarkably fine.
In their special fie.d the native
It Hid
Luxuriant Suit of Straight and
Scots' music they were simply de
Very Dark Hair.
The Father of his Country concealed lightful. Well drilled, they play with
a luxuriant suit of hair beneath his DreciBion and with appreciation of
queue wig. Many now wish the old. their work. New York Journal, Sun
fashion were la vogue, to conceal day, January 12, 1902.
thinned hair or baldness. Yet no one
Tragedy Avsrted.
need have thin hair nor be bald. If he
in the nick of time our little
cure the dandruff that causes both. boy"Just
was saved," writes Mrs. W.Wat-kins- ,
Dandruff cannot be cured by scouring
of Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneuthe scalp, because it is a germ disease, monia had played sad havoc with him
s
New-bro'and the germ has to be killed.
and a terrible cough set in besides.
Herpicide kills the dandruff germ Joctors treated him, but he grew worse
no other hair preparation will. '.'De every day. At length we tried Dr.
stroy the cause, you remove the ef- King's New Discovery for consumpand our darling was saved. He's
fect.". There's no cure for dandruff tion,
now Bound, and well." Everybody
but to kill the germ.
ought to know, it's the only sure cure
"Sold by leading druggists. Send for coiiKhs, colds and all lung diseases.
Her
to
sample
'ihe
stamps
In
for
luc
Guaranteed by all druggists. Price 50c
picide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs and $100. Trial bottles free.
& Co., special agents.
The deep dulcet tones of the cello,
Notice of Executor.
Interpreted by an artist such as Mr.
as
Notice is hereby given that the un- Blondin Is, will surely delight the mudersigned was on the second day of sic loving audience that will assemble
March. A. D. 1903, by the probate at Colombo hall on Friday to hear the
court, within and for Bernalillo coun fine Metropolitan concert.
ty, territory of New Mexico, auiy apn
pointed and confirmed as executor of
Everything points to the fact that
All
deceased.
Bowman,
Mary
estate of
the Metropolitan concert on Friday
persons having any claim or claims night will be the chief music event of
against said estate are hereby notified the season. Every porson on the pro
to present the same in accordance gram Is an artist.
with the statute in said case made and
FOR SALE Several Hundred pounds
provided.
of old papers, good for wrapping
GEORGE C. BOWMAN.
purposes, cheap. Address, The
Executor.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Attorney.
LE,
STING
H.
JOHN
com-plexle-

CHI-tea-

,

a man naturally wants to look his best
can if hla linen accords with his
habiliments can if we attend to his
laundering. You will make not the
slightest mistake in entrusting your
washables to us. for we know how to
launder well and use our knowledge
conscientiously.

When you want to buy Floor and Bran, cr want ;to sell
Wheat, write to

BELEjN, N. M
THE JOHN BEOKEK CO , Props.
Residence, Automatic rnone 299
Automatic Thone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

Imperial Laundry
Back of Pottofflcs.

Get Your

summer
Made

Suit

LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB BU1LD1N0.
I
una oum r u I If you want to
newspapers

COMHERCIAL

at

WILLIAM

vunllo

A

Advertise in
anywhere at anytime
call on or write

DR. KING'S NEW DISCOVCRY

GLEASNER
THE TAILOR

ll

216

1- -2

SOUth

scceid St.
Albuquerque

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND LUlnGl ROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Cou(.;iiP, Col. Id
onclutiu, Asthma, Pueumouia
hi, Fever, Pleurisy, LftOrippe
Hoarscnese,ScreThroataDdWliooi
ing Cough. Every bottle guai aotecc

NOCUREjMO PAY.

1RICE

60c. and

BOTTLES FREE

E.

C Dake's Advertising Agency

eN

MiT. bauU
wcnco

cl.

"ADVERTISE

I

IN

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS

hits torn lull TO '
CO.
CURTIS NEWHALL
tOS AMOIIH, CAUfOllNI

lcitiz

HIE ALBUQUERQUE DA

125-mil- e

What's In a Name?
Everything is in the name when it
comes to Witch Hazle Salve. E. C.
DeWitt & Co., of Chicago, discovered,
ome years ago, how to make a salve
om Witch Hazel that is a specific for
lies. For blind, bleeding. Itching and
protruding piles, eczema, cuts, burns,
bruises and all skin diseases, DeWitt's
Salve has no equal. This has given
rise to numerous worthless counter-felts- .
Ask for DeWitt's the genuine.
13. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
o
10

PER CENT INCREASE.

Burlington Road Raises Wages of Employes.
A dispatch to the Chicago Record-Heralfrom Burlington, Iowa, says:
The officials of the Burlington system have authorized the announcement
of an increase of 10 per cent in the
pay of station agents, telegraph operators, station employes, brldgeraen,
pumpmen, round house men, water service men, car repairers and others who
have not yet been given an Increase.
Last fall the road increased the wages
of the trainmen, the englnemen and
the switchmen. The present Increase
which is effective April 1,'ig entirely
voluntary on the part of the road.
d

Foley's Honey and Tar
Cures coughs and colds.
Cures bronchitis and asthma.
Cures croup and whooping cough.
Cures hoarseness
and bronchial
trovblas.
Cures pneumonia and la grippe.
Pharmacy.
HE FORESAW DANGER.

Love Was Superstitious About Friday
and 13th of the Month.
In regard to the death of W. H. Love,
the Rock Island engineer who was
killed Saturday In the wreck at
Dwight, Kan., the Salina Journal says:
"W. H. Love, the engineer who was
killed In the Rock Island wreck at
Herington Saturday morning, lived at
Kansas City, Kan. This was not his
regular run, but he was called in place
of a sick engineer. When Ixve got
the summons he turned to his wife and
said that he did not like to get a run
out of his regular turn on Friday, the
13th of the month. His wife tried to
pass the remark off and talked her husband into a lighter frame of mind as
he changed his clothing to go out on
the run.
"When Love was ready to start, Mrs.
Love accompanied him part of the
way. The round house Is only a short
distance from their home. Mrs. Love
walked to the brow of the hill with
her husband and there bade him good
by. This was the last she saw of her
husband alive. An investigation of the
cause of the wreck wul begin today."
DID IT ALL ALONE.
F. J. Short Financiers New Railroad
Without Aid.
F. J. Short, from Tulsa, I. T., came
to New York a little over five weeks

ago, carrying a small dress suit case,
In which were a few bundles of papers
and maps, says a New York dispatch.
Since then Mr. Short has succeeded
In financing the Arkansas, Missouri &
Kansas railroad, of which ho is vice
president, for $13,000,000.
As au example of western enterprise
and financial diplomacy, this is unique.
When the man from the Indian Territory landed he did not know a business
man in New York. He had in his
pocket papers giving him the right to
tise his own discretion in financing the
road and to sign the necessary documents for the company. He also had
the personal card of William F. Ellis
of the Interstate Trust company, whom
he had once met casually ia the west.
Short looked up Mr. Ellis and
through him gained the necessary

the remarkable tonic and construct

Some Extraordinary Bargains for

ive qualities of

backing. Three local trust companies
put up $6,500,000 of It The other half
was furnished by a London syndicate,
acting through the Canadian bank.
The railroad Is to run from Mem
phis. Tenn., to Chanute, Kan., passing
through Joplln, Mo., the mining city.
It Saved His Leg.
of LaOrange, Ga.,
suffered for six months with a frightful
running sore on his leg; but writes
that Bucklen's Arnica Salve wholly
For ulcers
cured It In five days.
wounds, piles, It's the best salve In the
world.
Only 25c.
Cure guaranteed.
Sold by all druggists.
T. A. Danforth,

TAO

It is

UW
HI
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endorsed
doctors.

food-drin-

Sold by druggists.

Pneumonia Folows a Cold
but never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough,
heals and strengthens the lungs and
affords perfect security from an attack
of pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. A!
varado Pharmacy.
o

Cement Railroad Ties.
Railroad officials are much Interested lu experiments that are being conducted on the Pere Marquette road and
the Michigan Central in the use of
railroad ties made of Portland cement.
The manufacturers claim for their invention that the cement tie is practically lndestructable, and therefore an
assurance of a great reduction in first
cost as well as that of maintenance.
Wood blocks of varying thicknesses
are shirmed between the tie and the
rail. These act as a cushion to receive
and distribute the vibration and can be
quickly replaced without removing or
disturbing the tie. These blocks are
chemically treated, so as to make them
lndestructable.
They are held to the
cement ties by spikes driven into holes
in the cement filled with wooden plugs,
tnese plugs being inserted before the
cement has Bet and hardened.

Prepared by

Anheuser- Busch Brewing Ass'n
C.

St. Louis. V. S. A.
OrdfM promntlT filled liy
W. KTJNZ, Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.

THOUSANDS CHEER THE KILTIES.

master in the arts of culinary, arrived last night from Kansas
Warm Welcome for the Highlanders at City and in the future will
be an emTwo Concerts in Madison
ploye of the Alvarado.
Square Garden.
Warm was the welcome to the HighThe lest pill 'neath the stars and
land laddies from "over the border"
stripes;
who gave a band concert in Madison
It cleanses the system and never

Square Garden yesterday afternoon
and evening, when "The Kilties" band,
of Canada, appeared in New York for
the first time after having given three
hundred performances In other cities
throughout the United States.
With knees bared to the falling
snow, the Highlanders marched all the
way to the garden from the Caledonian
club, under whose auspices they appeared.
They were marshalled by their giant
drum major almost seven feet tall and
proportionately broad.
The program at both of the performances consisted of classical numbers
and Scotch melodies, varied by reels
and dances, performed by members of
the band. The Scotch airs and the
reels and flings were rivals for the appreciation of the audience, which testified its delight continually by the most
generous applause. New York Herald.
After La Grippe What?
Usually a hacking: couch anil a pn.
eral feeling of weakness, often lead
ing to fatal results after the patient is
supposed to have nassed the A
point. Foley's Honey and Tar is guaranteed to cure the "grippe cough" and
make you strong and well. It never
falls to stop a cough If taken in timeTake no substitutes. Alvarado Phar
macy,
-

o

Mayor C. A. Bookwalter. of Minnea
polis, accompanied by his wife, came
up from the south this mornlnar anil
continued on their eastward Journey.
HILL INVADES CALIFORNIA.
1 hey visited the Harvey curio rooms
Survey for Road North and South from and bought quite a number of rare
and costly Indian curios.
8anta Rosa.
The report that President J. J. Hill,
Dangers of Pneumonia.
of the Northern Securities company,
at this time if neglected Is liahas his agents at work in California bleA cold
to cause pneumonia
Is so
with a view to securing a right of way often fatal, and even whenwhichpatient
for the Great Northern railroad from naa recovered the lungs are the
weakened,
Portland to San Francisco, says the making them peculiarly susceptible to
Call, is finding considerable confirma- the development
of consumption.
tion. W. W. Remington, of New York, Foley's Honey and Tar will stop the
is said to have surveying parties In the cough, heal and strengthen the lungs
penumonia.
Alvarado
field for a road to run north and south and prevent
from Santa Rosa and eventually to be Pharmacy.
o
connected with other parts of the projected line. The southern terminus of
this road is to be somewhere on San
LETTER LIST.
Francisco bay, possibly on Belvldere
island near Tiburon.
Following is the list of letters reA FAIR TEST.
maining uncalled for in the postoffice
See if Coffee Is Really the Cause of at Albuquerque, N. M., for the week
ending March 14, 1903:
Ails.
Ladles' Lis.
Some coffee drinkers think they can
get on without being sick by limiting Ayers, Mrs O G Neale, Miss Virgin-BoyMiss Bertha
the allowance to just one cup a day,
la
and some people can stand this all Curry. Mrs DalsyMNorris, Mrs J W
Cumby, Mrs GeorgeNorwood, Elena
right, but others cannot.
There are many people where the Corwell, Mrs S P Seymour. Mrs F C
poison of coffee Is so marked and di- Field, Mrs Martha Sanchet, Mrs
Mrs Reyes
rect that one cup per day, If followed
ria Trujlllo de
up steadily, will surely and certainly Harwood, Mrs Vir- - Sanchez.Senora Jo- ginla G
put the patient in bed, or produce
seflta
chronic, fixed disease of one or more Martinez.Mrs MaryTegner, Mrs Clara
organs of the body.
aicuunougn, Miss Walton, Mrs Wil- Kiizaueth
Ham
When a person suspects coffee to be
Men's List.
the cause of his or her stomach, liver,
kidney, bowel, heart or eye disturb- Aragon, David Ba- - Henderson, L L
8a y
ance, it is well to test the case by
Haensger, Jos
leaving off coffee for ten davu And Arios, Doloritas
Hagen, Albert
using Postum Food toffee In its place. Andes, B F
Jones, E O
Kelley, O B
ii mere is an improvement in health Almo, C
Kerr, Alf
the proof is absolute, and common Anderson, W II
sense will naturally guide anyone, who Armour, Warren E Lente, S P
Murphy, Francis
values comfort, ease, content anil abil Almo. Joe A
Bryant
ity to do things, to make the change Bishop, Levi H
Mack, II W
permanent and continue the use of Byrnes, W J
Barnes, Maurice
Montova T
Postum Instead of coffee tnr it
Morgan. Joe
that life is worth the living when one Browne, J P
Baldez, Juan Yna- - McAleer, Lou
can do well.
Bio
Morrln, L
Now and then will lie found a Ao.
McMurrav. S A
generate who really prefers sickness Blake, A E
Metigar. Geo W
of some sort to the comfort of good Bellew, Will H
neann, and such persons will continue Clanahan, Edward McConacker, A A
Nelson. .T
to use articles of food and drink that Clayton, Sam C
Cotton, A B
Nelson, D R M
they know do not agree with them.
Peery, R E
In this land of libertv lot vonr rn Douglas, J A
Peterson, Thedore
choose his own course, but one great, Damin, Sammy
Rowland, R
staring pertinent absolut fart etnH Emgerson, II B
Robblns, Ed
out, that coffee does cause misery and Fisher, Bistrand
Hand
Server. O W
u.dwcbh iu mousantis of people who Grifflu,
W J
Smith, D E
do not suspect the causa anri th
ting of coffee and taking on Postum Guynard. Frank Sehulz. J II
Gregorlo
Sanborn, Henry A
rouu uonee win return the average Garsia,
Sebedra. Elenterlo
person to health and rnmM Thi., uooage, Sydney
Sanders, E M
fact can be proven by any coffee Gurule, Perfecto
Harklns. Geo
Rmhh f
milliter.
Hagemelster, Jos- - Schevldde, Ralph
Don't let the cook serve p,.ut,,,
epn
derbolled. Insist that directions on the
Packaaes.
package be followed, then Pn,.m Craney Bros
Hellrkh & Co. A L
delicious, having a flavor ail its own.
Persons
for the above named
noi so snarp as "drip coffee," far better Utters willcalling
please say "Advertised."
than ordinary coffee, with much the
give the date of publication.
soft, mellow flavor oi the most expen and
R. V. HOPKINS,
sive grades of Java.
Postmaster.
e,

.,.

k.

alcohol.

STRANGE ACCIDENT.

The Cab Was Set on Fire and the Engineer Killed.
Andy Whitlock, of Denver, one of
the fastest runners and oldest engineers on the Union Pacific, met death
Tuesday as the result of a singular accident to his engine, says a dispatch
from Ellis, Kan. Passenger train No.
4 was behind time and running very
fast. When near Aroya, Colo., fire was
thrown from the fire box In such large
quantities that almost Instantly the entire cab was on fire. Engineer Whitlock. after shutting off the engine and
setting the air bake, either fell or
Jumped, breaking his neck. Fireman
Banard was severely burned about the
face and hands, out escaped more serious Injuries by crawling back over the
tender.

MAX.

and prescribed by the
The ideal
invigorating, sustaining, NOT intoxicating. It contains 14.60C
I nutritive extract and less than 1
of

i It est

o
A
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Physicians Recognize

Bailroad Topics
The 'Frisco Is Raid to be figuring
ith the Continental European mills
for the Importation of some 25,000 tons
or steel rails.
C. M. Taylor, mechanical superintendent of the western grand division
of the Santa Fe, is on a visit to Topeka
and was a visitor at the shops there.
Charlie Mainze, formerly an officer
of the city police force, is acting as
lepot master at the Santa Fe, station
during the absence of Frank 'Barton,
who has gone on a visit to Chicago.
Taul Morton, the vice president of
the Santa Fe road, with party, who
were out on the west end, will arrive
In Albuquerque tomorrow morning, and
continue on north.
It Is announced that the work of lay
exing steel on the 'Frisco's
tension from Tulsa, I. T., to Enid,
Okla., will begin Thursday of this week
and that trains will be in operation on
that line July 19. This Is a portion of
the through line from New Orleans to
Denver.
George E. Roe, the popular division
passenger and ticket agent for the
JSanta Fe, with headquarters at El
Paso, is in the city today Interviewing
local shippers. Mr. Roe was a pleasant caler at The Citizen office. lie will
leave tomorrow morning for Las
Vegas.
The March folder of the Rock Island
system has Just made its appearance.
The new folder is differently arranged
from the one that has been used by the
road for a long time. The outside cover
Is printed on a background of orange
with a bronze border, and shows a map
of the district through which the road
passes. The new folder is arranged on
the double page order and is one of the
neatest editions of railroad time tables
that has ever made its appearance
here.
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S. Kahn, a

gripes.
Little Early R;rcrs of wordly repute
Ask for DeWitt's and take no sub-

I

MAY BE MONTH

BEFORE YOU'LL HAVE ANOTHER CHANCE

CHILDREN'S BLACK RIDDED COTTON HOGE

Strictly seamless

guaranteed Ilermsdorf fast black
ever saw sizes 5 to o
Sali! Price, per pair

MEN'S A NO BOYS' FANCY

stitute.

TW

HC
HANDKERCHIEFS

Odds and Ends, but nearly all sizes a
goodly number to pick from all warranted fast colors not a shirt in the lot
worth less than 75c

S ALE PRICE

positively the best 20c stocking you

LADIES' WHITE EMBROIOEREO

PERCALE SHIRTS

Some with scalloped edges, some hemstitchedin a large variety of pretty designs and patterns 'handkerchiefs worth
np to 20c Your choice Saturday Night

3 for

CENTS EACH

cents

MEN'S DLACK COTTON HALF HOSE

easy to buy, easy to take
and easy to act, but never falling in
results. DeWitt's Little Early Risers
arouse the secretions and act as a
tonic to the liver, curing permanently.
B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.

Real fast black seamless
feet at 15c per pair
Saturday Night they go at

Dave Warwick, of Chicago, who has
been spending the winter at Albuquerque, left this morning for Denver.

LADIES' JERSEY
RIBBED VESTS

A small pill,

sizes q

to

11

as good a stocking as ever graced

.

High neck and long sleeves,
high neck and short sleeves or
sleeveless
all pure white
small and large sizes splendid
25c value Saturday Night, each

SILK RIDDONS
1500 yards of No. 7 ALL SILK

LADIES' FINEST OX.
FORDS AND SLIPPERS

RIBBONS

An advance sale of Oxfords

satin

tue very latest shapes newest
spring styles every pair a perfect $2.50 value 35 different
styles to pick from Sale Price,
per pair

in taffeta, moire' or
black, cream, white,
pink, turquoise, baby blue, cardinal, lavender, reseda, nlle, etc.
every shade wanted regular 10c
ribbons. Sale Price, per yard
in

ALBUQUERQUE'S

COMING EVENT8.

The btomacn is the Man.
A weak stomach weakens the man,
because it cannot transform the food
he eats itno nourishment. Health and
strength cannot be restored to any sick
man or weak woman wlt'.iout first restoring health and strength to the
stomach. A weak stomach cannot
digest enough food to feed the tissues
and revive the tired and run down
limbs and organs of the body. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure cleanses,
purifies,
sweetens and strengthens the glands
and membranes of the stomach, and
cures indigestion, dyspepsia and all
stomach troubles. B. H. Briggs & Co.;
8. Vann & Son.
Subscribe for the Citizen
DEMINQ.
A

Fw

Pointers About a Good Town In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your eye on uniting.
Demlng- - has just been Incorporated.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
annually; la the center of the greatest
breeding region; ' the southwest and cattlemen all know-.- .
Doming, the comrn .,ty of New Mexico.

Demlng has a magnificent school system.
Demlng, the railroad center f New
Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Deming la the great mining center of

In

Q1. 48

o

J. E. Sheridan, the coal mine inspector, passed through the city last night
en route south.

March 24 Elocution medal contest,
given by W. C. T. U. at Congregational
church.
March 28 "The Keltics," forty mu
sicians, at Colombo hall.
April 17 Woodmen Circle ball, Colombo hall.

your

4 POITG TCTf$fc

n

Cough Settled on Her Lungs.
"'My daughter had a terrible cough
which settled on her lungs," says N.
Jackson, of Danville, 111. "We tried a
great many remedies without relief,
until we gave her Foley's Honey and
Tar which cured her." Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.

I

TO BUY

LEADING DRESS GOODS HOUSE

MAILORDERS
FILLED
WITH THE
BEST
OF CARE.

COSMOPOLITAN PAPER
PATTERNS 10c

NONE HIGHER
NONE BETTER

llON B.StERN,Proprietop

Colonist Tickets ToCalifornia
WILL BE ON 8ALE AT 8ANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED ON
FAST TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
SLEEPERS. LIBERAL STOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA ACCORDED.
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, THIS IS YOUR
OPPORTUNITY TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY
AND ECONOMICALLY.
IRRIGATED FARMS, ORANGE AND LEMON
GROVES AND OTHER
BRANCHES OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES TO
OTHER PER8ON8. WHY SHOULDN'T YOU BE A8 SUCCESSFUL?

I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of the
country intervening. Other books describe the equipment of our California
trains. If interested come and get copies, or write, and I will mail them to you

F. L.Myers, Ticket

Railroad
Tables
the southwest.
Demlng! Don't overlook It If you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equDenver &, Rio Grande System
to Polan springs.
Demlng has increased 50 per cent In popSANTA FE BRANCH.
ulation In four year.
Time Table No. 71.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
(Effective
Monday, March 2, 1903. J
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Demlng lots will double
East Bound
West Bound
and treble In one year.
No. 425
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and No. 426
electric light system under contract
9:05 am Lv... Santa Fe .Ar C:00 pm
In Demlng the demand for rental 10:50 am1
Espanola . . .
2:45 pm
houses is five times In excess of the sup1:00 pm
1:25 Dm
Embudo . . .
ply.
8:3'j pm ...Tres Pledras. 10:30 pm
Demlng has an abundance of nUr tnr 6:45 pm
Antonlto . .
:iu pm
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar
8:50 pm
Alamosa . .
6:40 pm
dens.
3:05 am
Pueblo ...
1:37 am
Buy lots and build In Demtnar Tmi. 7:15 am
. . Denver . . .Lv 9:30 pm
Ar.
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
investment
Trains run dally except Sunday.
In Demlng good safe loans can be Lad
Connections
with the main line and
at better rates than In the old established branches as follows:
towns.
Antonlto
for Durango, SUverton
At
At Demlng you can buy lota at $100
points in the San Juan country.
which will pay you 100 per cent to less and all
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
than twelve months.
Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed for La
to accommodate the enormous Increase ct and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
population.
Demlng Is a great health result has no Creede and all points In the San Luis
superior In climate for the cure of pul- valley. At Salida with main line
(standard gauge) for all points east
monary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center. and west Including Leadvllie and narTwo large plants will be Installed within row gauge points between Salida and
Grand Junction.
the year.
At Florence and Canon City for the
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them in Demlng cheap now, with cer- gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
tain advance assured?
Denver with all Missouri river lines
Agricultural lands In Demlnv in
passed for fertility, production of fruits for all points east.
For further information address the
una vegetables or all Kinas.
Demlng offers the same opportunities undersigned.
now that the most prosperous cities In the
Through passengers from Santa Fe
west offered several years ago.
in standard gauge sleepers from AlaDemlng needs one hundred new houses mosa can have berths reserved on apto supply the demand, and needs them plication.
now. This dnmand continues to grow.
A. S. BARNEY, Act. Gen. Agt.,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Subscribe for The Citizen,
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo.

Agt, Albuquerque,

Time

KL0

N. M.

TIME TABLE

New Phone 152. Old Phone 69
Residence, New Phone 853.

In Effect November

...J.

1,

VV.

EDWARDS..,

1909,

The Veteran
ARRIVE FROM TttK NrtfiTH
...Undertaker and Embalmer...
No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
18
io. 7, ilex, ft Cal. Express.. 10:05 p.m.
Years Actual Experience
No. 3, California Limited. .. .10:40 a.m.
License No. 10Q by the State
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
Board of Health ot Kansas.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
Office and Parlors
N0.8, Chicago Express
7:30p.m.
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
ARRIVES FROM ROTTTU
Mo. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
Open Day and Night
LEAVES OOINQ SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p m- ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m. W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:59 p.m. Second
street, between Kallroad and
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
Copper avenue
LEAVE OOINO WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:16p.m.
No. 8. California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m. Horses and Males bought and
exchaao
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
ed.
Livery, Sale, Fond and
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
Vransfer Stable
tnd No. 3 from the west
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
tnd they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
'arrles passengers.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE
CO,
P. L. MYKRS. AgenL
Albuouenjue. N. It.

.....

1882

F. G.

1903

Pratt &

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second 8trst.
iiilsboio

Creamery

Butter Best
Earth.

O.ders Solicited.

on

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigars,

All patrons and friends cordially invit-

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch .
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

1

Proprietor.

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Butldlna Asaoclailaat
Free Delivery Office at J. U. U&ldrldge'a Lumber Tans

HIE
G
LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

CO

Avers

Attend the conceit at the Colombo
ball.
K. K. Srctt. attorney of Gallup, la
In the city today on legal business.
No hair? The trouble is
Oo and hear the blind pianist, Mr.
tohair does not have life
hall
your
Colombo
at
K.
I'lnkus,
the
J.
night.
enough. Save your hair.
Major Irons. Inspector general for
Feed it with Aycr's Hair
Kort
visiting
at
the war department. Is
Wingate.
Vigor. If the gray hairs arc
Passenger trains No. 1. 7 and 8, due
here this eveninR are reported to ar- coming, Aycr's Hair Vigcr
rive on time.
will restore color every time.
Antonio Joseph. Jr.. f Ojo Callente, Tested for over half a cen
to congress, Is
r.on of an
All d'ortisto
in the territorial metropolis on busi- tury
ness.
Mrs. H. 1,. Dunning and children, organization ore iu better condition
a strenwho sojourifAd at Santa Fe during the this year and it Is rumored that
bring
to
the
be
made
will
uous
effort
legislature, returned to the city last
sralo up near that paid in other
night.
Mrs. Mariana Aragon. A highly respected lady living twenty miles north
Fisher vs. Matthews.
r
of the city, died last nifiht. O. V.
New York, March 2(1. The only
Strong fc Sons furnished a beautiful
event on the tapis this evening
of any importance Is the wrestling
casket for her burial.
Hall & Leamard are agents lor liout at the New Polo Athletic club be- wccii George Fisher and Tom MattChickering 15ro?.' pianos,' not
piano, as printed on the ews. Roth men have many followers
Kagles program of last night, through n the sport and the result of the bout.
s awaited with no little Interest.
an oversight of the pioofreader.
The Tigers of old town and the SanLafayette's Southern Trip.
ta Fe Pacific shop boys will engage In Kaston, Pa., March 20. The base
grounds
fair
the
ball
at
of
a game base
ball team of Lafayette college starts
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. The on its southern trip today, and will
price of admission will be 23 cents.
play Columbian university at WashingWin. Mcintosh and William Dunbar ton, D. C, tomorrow and the Univer
returned to their ranches on the other sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
ride of Chilli! this morning. Mr. Mc- on Monday and Tuesday of next week.
intosh w!ll return to Albuquerque Captain Johnson Is encouraged by the
gain in time to attend the Kilties on showing the team Has made in its parc- the 28th Inst.
tice work and appears confident that
W'm. Frazier came In from his prai- the season will be a successful one for
rie ranch last evening and reports Lafayette.
very cold, disagreeable weather from
Copper Syndicate Extended.
that section, shetp having suffered
New York, March 20. Arrange
considerable this winter, but the outments having been made for the exten- look good for the coming lamb crop.
given
at the Ion of the underwriting syndicate of
A band concert will be
the
fair grounds Sunday afternoon by the the United States Copper company,limiby
today
expire
syndicate
not
did
first
will
They
band.
Regiment
First
appear on Railroad avenue, where tation as It would have done otherwise.
they will render some fine music and The syndicate was incorporated in
New Jersey In April of last year by
then they will go to the fair grounds.
Augustus Heinze and his friends.
Her-rerThe 4 months' old girl of Vis
one of the territorial grand jur- with a capital of $80,000,000. It is said
ors, died at the home eighteen miles In Wall street that so far the syndicate
not been very successful in dispos
north of the city last night. Mr. Her- - has
rera will be unable to return home on ing of its securities.
account of the important business be Michigan and Wisconsin in Debate.
fore the grand jury.
Madison, Wis., March 20. The de
Miss Kate Kelly, who for many bate between representatives of the
years resided In this city, but now of University of Michigan and the UniBelen, ts In the city today on a visit versity of Wisconsin, for which both
to friends and on business. She will institutions have been preparing since
return to the bustling little town on last fall, takes place here tonight and
the cut-of- f this evening. She reports It promises to be the event of the uni
versity year.
things lively down there.
The subject of debate is embraced
W. C. Booth, formerly bill clerk at
"Resolved , that the
the local Santa Fe freight offices, ar in the following:
rived frdm the east yesterday and Is adoption of a general income tax lev
visiting with bis brother, W. M. Booth led by the United States government
of Gross, Kelly & Co. He expects to would be for the best Interests of the
locate permanently In Albuquerque nation."
but is not ready to glVe out yet what
Dangers of Pneumonia.
business he will engage in.
A cold at this time if neglected is lia
S. Vann, the Santa Fe watch inspec ble to cause pneumonia which is so
tor and jeweler, returned this morning often fatal, and even when the patient
from a few days spent down on the has recovered the lungs are weakened,
Rio Grande division. Mr. Vann says making them peculiarly susceptible to
of consumption
that the foundation for the Santa Fe the development
the
depot is finished and that the contrac Foley's Honey and Tar will stoplungs
heal and strengthen the
tor. J. A. Harlan, is waiting for ma cough,prevent
Alvarado
nenumonla.
and
terlal for the superstructure.
Pharmacy.
MISS EDNA A. HOTELLING.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Hair Vigor

ALHUQDKRQDfc DAILY CITIZEN Fill DAY

throughout th United States.
With knees bared to the falling
snow, the Highlanders marched all the
way to the garden from the Caledonian
club, under whose auspices they appeared.
They were marshalled by their giant
drum major almost seven foot tall and
proportionately broad.
The program at both of the performances consisted of classical numbers
and Scotch melodies, varied by reels
and dances, performed by members of
the band. The Scotch airs and the
reels and flings were rivals for the appreciation of the audience, which testified its delight continually by the most
generous applause. New York Herald.
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LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

MARCH 20 1903

PERSONAL fHOPERTY LOANS.

HONEY TO LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, organs, Tlorsrs,
Wagons and other Chattels, nlso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant BulMing,
306 West Itallroad Avenue.

80LID COMFORT.
For a hot fire on a cold day our Cer
rillos lump beats them all.
Hahn
both 'phones.

On

HAVE

8EEN

The Cutest Little Photo

graph

II

Our Warehouse

Cver Made

The basement of Colombo hall, 75
feet wide and 342 feet long contains
?evc 11 complete cars of furniture to sup-

In the City.

Nothing Cheap About

but the
Price.

Them

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note- -' All classified advertisements
or rat,er "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum chargo for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this of
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

YOU

u

BUTMAN'S

m

ply the demands of the furniture trade of

A V H

Albuquerque. This is reserve stock only.
Our show rooms at the corner ol Second
street and Copper avenue are as complete as any store in the West. We aim

STUDIO

21 S Railroad A ve.
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The Campbells Are
Chicago.
Comin' Hurrah!
LOST.
Chicago, March 20. Cattle Market
Hurrah!!
reIf
.OST
Gold watch fob; reward
steady; good to prime steers, $5.O0(jJ
turned to Roy Ball.
7. CO;
poor to medium. 3.Brt1.00;
Afternoon
and Evening
stoekers and feeders, $2.754.KO; rows
WANTED.
fl.D03.C0; heifers, $2.25 5.25; ran-nei$1.C02.75: bulls, $2.2504.25; WANTED Position ly expert ac
countant and bookkeeper, thoroughcalves, $3.006.75; Texas fed steers.
ly conversant with mining, mercan$3.fiO4.uO.
COLOMBO HALL
tile or banking accounts with years
good to
Slieep Market steady;
of experience In railroad offices. Refchoice wethers, $5.40 (fi 6.25 ; fair to
erences. Address "H. 55.," care of
choice mixed, $ 1.50 fi 5.40; western
Sixth Grand Concert Tour
Citizen.
sheep, f5.25CifG.CO; native lambs, $5.00
WANTED One hundred men to work 6 6
7.60; western lamlis, $5.50 7.50.
In timber, ties and log chopping. AdKansas City.
GORDON HIGHLANDER
dress B. B. Spencer, Eastview, N. M.
Kansas City, March 20 Cattle-Ma- rket
WANTED Highest price paid for
steady; native steers, $3.85
gents' second hand clothing and
5.25; Texas and Indian steers, $3.20
tools. Send address and will call. R.
4.C0: Texas cows, $2.00 3.00; native
Sweeny, 615 South First street.
cows and heifers, $1.50?I4.35; stoekers
WANTED Traveling man; salary $80
and feeders, $2.003.SO; bulls. $2.90
month; all expenses; $25 cash re- 40 Musicians. 10 Soloists. 16 Vocal
western
calves, $2.85 7.00;
3.85;
quired. Call at Hoffman house, or
Choir. 6 Highland Dancers. 2
steers, $2.90 5.00; western cows, $1.80
Bagpipers. 4 British Military
address Leslie Warfel, Albuquerque,
3.10.
Buglers. 1 Giant Drum
N. M.
Sheep Market strong;
muttons,
Major. Boy Dancer,
$3.806.00; lambs, $4.007.10; range WANTED Men for steady employ
ment; salary $50 per month. Call at
etc., etc., etc.
wethers, $3.005.65; ewes, $3.C05.80.
Hoffman house, or address Leslie
Appearing In full Kilted Regimentals.
Warfel, Albuquerque, N. M.
WOOL MARKET.
MANAGER
WANTED Trustworthy
St. Louis.
lady or gentleman to manage busi- Has Created a Furore of Enthusiasm
In 300 American Cities.
St. Louis, March 20. Wool Lower;
ness in this county and adjoining
territory and western mediums, 15
territory for well and favorably
PRICES. ...
17c; fine, ll16c; coarse, 12315c.
known house of solid financial standEvening,
ing; $20 straight cash salary and Afternoon, 50c and $1.00.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
75c and $1.00.
expenses, paid each Monday by
check direct from heaJquarters. ExChicago, March 20. The following
pense money advanced; position per- Plan opens at Mateon. on Tuesday,
were the quotations at the close of the
March 24, at 9 a. m.
manent. Address Thomas Cooper,
market today:
1030 Caxton Bldg.,
Manager,
Wheat May, 74Vc; July, 71Ac;
Sept., 69c.
July, 4344c;
Corn
FOR SALE.
O. A. MATSON, Manager.
Sept., 43ttc.
cows
reasonable
at
Fresh
SALE
FOll
Oats May, 34c; July, 31c; Sept.
prices at Kelly's, five and a half
28c.
mlle3 south of the city.
Pork $18.15; July, $17.35; Sept.,
FOR SALE: A furnished restaurant
17.10.
and lodging house In connection; the
Lard May, $10.15; July, $9.92; Sept.
best location in the city, close to
$9.90.
depot and shops; will sell at a barMay,
July,
$9.60;
Ribs
$9.909.92;
gain. Inquire 107 South First street.
Sept., $9.50.
FOR SALE Four houses on South
Under the Direction of the Noted
First street,' as follows: One a
STOCKS, MONEY AND METAL.
two, four rooms each, and one
Blind Pianist,
i
New York, March 20. The following
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
were the quotations of the New York
Address Frank
sell at bargain.
stock market at the close of today:
of New York City.
1413
South
Daniels,
First street.
;
83
K
Atchison
9896
Atchison, preferred
FOR RENT.
OF
WITH THE
13814
New York Central
144
Pennsylvania
FOR RENT Room, with board, for Mr. John Douglas Walker
Tenor
64
Southern Pacific
two men with a private family. Mrs.
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Himo94
Union Pacific
II. E. Rutherford, 113 iron avenue.
91
Accompanist
Union Pacific, preferred
with
house
Furnished
FOR RENT
37
U. S. Steel
Violin
garden, near Indian school. Inquire Mr. Robt. T. Blair
87
U. S. Steel, preferred
of W. H. McMilllon, the real estate Mr. Joseph Blondln
Vlollncelllst
agent.
Basso
The piano to be used at the Metro
Mr. Edward F. Thomas
politan concert tonight, by the accom
LOANS.
pllshed musicians, is one of the fam
and BOc
cub Chickering Bros.' pianos, sold ex MONEY TO LOAN In sums to suit Admission: 91, 7Bc
Alvarado.
383, Albu
postofflce
Address,
box
&
by
cluslvely
Learnard.
Hall
C. F. Kama, El Paso; David BriggB
querque, N. M.
SEATS ON SALE AT MATSON'S
E. C. Eiseman. L. F. Woody, St. Louis
Sour Dickies, lc each. SAN JOSE
TUESDAY, MARCH 17.
New
York;
Minzeshelmer,
M.
o
Mrs.
F.
Subscrll for The Citizen.
MARKET.
A. J. Burnes, Chicago; Francis F. Lee,
If we can come to an understanding
Peoria; L. P. Thomas, Dave Goldbaum
Cincinnati, Ohio; J. M. Sitton, New on the shoe question we'll sell you
Jersev : J S. Damier. J. Adler. San some shoes this cprlng. We under
Francisco; H. L. Russell, Red Oak stand that you want good stylish shoes
Iowa; John H. Harris, A. C. Carruth that fit and wear well. We want you
ers, Denver; Howard H. Holt, Newport to understand that we have got them
DO YOU WANT TREES?
News, Va.; D. Elliott, Las Vegas; John right here; the best shoes for men
A. May, Independence, Iowa; J. B women and children. C May's popir
Moore, Gallup; F. 11. Hardie, J. S. Van lar priced shoe store, 208 West Rail
Forest Trees, ShrubDoren, Fort Wingate; Rooert L. Day, road avenue.
o
Miwife and child, Mllledgevllle, Ga.;
bery and Strawberry
Our stock of olives, preserves, pick
guel Chavez and wife. Parkview; C. H.
to
finest
are
the
relishes
table
les
and
Fitch, United States geological sur- bo found anywhere. D. W. Weiller &
Acclamated-Nic- e
vey; Mrs. D. J. Ncff, Pennsylvania;
Co.
Mrs. Carl H. Metzger, Santa Fe; R. E.
Long, Roxboro, N. w.
We have no competition on our line
SPECIAL ATTENTION OIVEN TO PACKING AND SHIPPINO
of teas and coffees. D. Weiller & Co.
Sturges' European.
Patron ge Scliclted.
Send for Price Llit-Y- eur
Antonio Josoph, Jr., Ojo Callente, N.
M.; J. J. May, Trinidad; S. C. Parker
OUR HOBBY.
and brother, El Paso; F. R. Biffus, O Drees goods and silks in a vari- Clinton, Iowa; F. A. Gartlein, Kansas
ety that will please the most fas- City; Q. H. Mosher, Los Angeles; K.
tldlous; prlce3 to please the most
GRANT R1VENBURG, Proprietor
K. Scott, Gallup.
critical and cconomleal.
LION STORE.
Hotel Highland.
J. H. Ing, El Paso; A. b. Hobson,
Las Vegas; J. McDavltt, Kansas City;
E. L. Burns, wife and child. Wells,
Minn.; C. D. Flowers, El Paso.

to cany anything for the house that a
customer may ask for and at any price.
Our tei ms are made to suit the customer
as near as is consistent with business

ath-Ittl-

Her Death at Her Residence Early thi

Morning.
Miss Edna Alice Hotelling, the estl
mable and highly respected daughter
of E. R. Hotelling, died this morning
about 3 o'clock. Miss Hotelling and
Bister, who died just two years ago yes
terday, came to Albuquerque about
seven years ago from Chicago. After
the death of the sister, Mr. Hotelling
sold all bis interests In Chicago and
moved to this city, as it was know
that the other daughter could never
return to the east to live, but there was
never a doubt but that the invigorating
climate of the southwest would benefit
bee condition.
"T'he untimely death of the young
lady was a shock to her many friends
in this city. Since her residence here
sue has been a favorite with all those
with whom she associated.
The remains were prepared for
burial by O. W. Strong & Sons. The
funeral services will be held at the
residence, 616 South Arno street, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Rev.
11. E. Powell, of the Baptist church,
will officiate. The body of the deceased will be laid to rest in Fairview.
Miners Expect an Increase.
Wellston, Ohio, March 20. With the
arrivel here today of several of the
state officers of the United Mine Work
era the question of the day wage scale
No. 2 of
in the mines of
district No. 6, which includes Jackson,
Lawrence and Vinton counties, has In
creased in Interest. April 1 is the time
set for the annual settlement. Last
year it was well known that the mtn
ers' organization had too many other
and larger difficulties on hand to In
augurate a strike In this district ou the
wage question, and the operators set
tied on their own terms, paying $1.C5
for Inside day work, while operators
In other parts of the country were pay
log $2.10. The affairs of the miners'
sub-distri-
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u is a sure resource

SATURDAY,
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dealing. Gall and inspect our goods, and

March 28

The Kilties"
Canada's Crack
Military Band

COLOMBO HALL

4444c;

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

Metropolitan
Concert
MR.

J. E. PINK US

we will do our very best to please you.

Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Tableware, Bedding,
Pillows, Blankets and Comforts.

Fruit Trees,

Clean Stock

Thoroughly

..Sjxxita He

Grand Central.
W. M. Jennings and kife, Bloomlngton, 111.; W. H.
Holmes, Akron, Ohio; Ed. H. Lane,
J. N. Greene, Topeka, Kan.

Sons

(Incorporated)

ten
I

f

!l

im
W

If

11

I

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
House, at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST

'
LAS-VEGA- S,

N. M. AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

EVERYTHING
In the

Way of Toilet Requisite.
William.' Drug Store.

;

Imported Bay Rum, Florida Watt

Palmer's Perfumes and Toilet Wate.
For smooth hands use Wlllian
Velvet Skin Lotion.
a specialty twer
Prescriptions
experience.

Nursery..

your

is not necessary to

Itliil

in the

Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
Call and see them

Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
Write us for prices

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458.

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

J. C.

63.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Morel Look. Best! Wear. Longest! Sash, Door., Blind., Plaster, Lime,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical I Full Measure!
Albuquerque.
Avenue,
Lead
First Street and

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

TIE

IN

ADVERTISE

l
j

CITIZEH

DAILY

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY.

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
and Provision-Car

.

Carrie, th Largest
and Moat Extaajiva
Stock ot

Staple Groceries
found aouthwaat.

loti aapaclaltjr.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Eagle ilflop Wringers ...Styles
put
water
hand
It

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and Saddles.

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...

THOUSANDS CHEER THE KILTIES.
Warm Welcome for the Highlander, at
Two Concert, in Madison
Square Garden.
Warm was the welcome to the Highland laddies from "over the border"
who gave a band concert In Madison
Square Garden yesterday afternoon
and evening, when "The Kilties" band,
of Canada, appeared In New York for
th flmt time after having elven three
hundred performance. In other cities'

&'

GROSS, KELLY & GO.

Plants.

L. B. Prince, Espanola;

'

e

Trees! Trees! Trees!

Metropolitan.
T. J. McCune, Mexico; W. B. Ward,
GardMemphis, Tcnn.; L. White,
ner, Fort Wingate; I. Burros and children, San Francisco.

Strong

W.

On

Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

W HITNEY OO
WHOLESALE

113-115-1-

17

fc'outh

First Street

HAKDWAKE

Albuquerque, Sew Mexico

Our Prices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you.

J. KORBER & CO.

Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

A
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OLD

JUST RIGHT
;

'

Coffee &

se

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these thing9.

A. J. MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

ccoooooooooaoooioco
ARE YOU LOOKING
for a fine body Brussels for your par
lor? Won't need a telescope to locate I
It here If you guide your footsteps in
our direction. But Brussels carpets
are by no means the ruasure of our
carpet capacities here are choice
royal wiltons, extra super
Ingrains, all rightly priced. All kinds
of floor coverings.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West EnJ Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenu"

Boarding and Rooming House Agency
hy walk ail over town hunting for rooms and board?
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.
W

Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from Albuquerque
Terms Very Rearonable.

Purdy

&

Beaven's Coal Office

602 South First Street

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meat Market
AU

kinda

trcsn

illMl

yASONIC

L

1

SILVER
TRUSS.
tf
-

B

5

O

B

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

--

N. THIRD BTRib.

BUILDING.

i

'

I
PRESCRIPTIONS

3

8

S

emm rwucnx wuKi t

(r

'

m saiiMcaiS'

r.etalni

cool.

No. 203

I Kni1n,lrir.-,-.
I Never mavis,

AlDUQUCtaU.

I

'

43.

West Railroad Avenue

...

V Hip or Bark.

Severest
Hernia
litiili Cuiutart.

Telephone

Mutual

Easy to Wear.

iiopreMureon

!

N.

fl.

1

SASPIE

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

made, the Indictments are not ready
for publication.
Both the United States and territorial grand Juries are In session today, but no information of great importance has been given out.
Physician Writes.
"I am desirous of Knowing if the profession ran obtain Hoi bine in bulk for
prescribing purposes? It has been of
great use to me in treating cases of
dyspepsia brought on by excesses or
overwork. I have never known it to
fail in restoring the organs affected,
to their healthful activity." BOe bottle
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy U. Ruppe.
A

Cures Sciatic Rheumatism.

Mrs. A. E. Simpson, 6"9 Craifi street,

Ksoxville, Tenn., writes, June 10, 1S9U:
"I have been trying the baths of Hot
Springs, Ark., for sciatic rheumatism,
but 1 get more relief from Hallnrd's
Snow Liniment than any medicine or
anything I have ever tried. Enclosed
find postofllce order for $1.00. Send me
a large bottle by Southern Express."
Sold by Cosmopolitan Tharmacy R
Ruppe.
c

Be-le-

Part

II.

La grippe coughs ycild quickly to ' ihe Creole Ixver's Song
Buck
the wonderful curative qualities of
Mr. Walker.
Foley's Honey and Tar. There is noth- Ave Maria Op. 18
Schubert
ing else "Just as good." Alvarado
Selected
Pharmacy.
Mr. Blondin.
DISTRICT COURT.
Polonaise Mllitalre Op. 40.... Chopin
Valse Brllllante in A Flat
Three territorial grand jurymen were
Moszkowskl
excused yesterday from further attendMr. Pinkus.
ance to the court, on account of residence in the new county of Sandoval.
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.
Quite a number of indictments have
been made by the territorial grand
ft,".?
Jury, but as no arrests have been
Fop Piles. Burns.

DotYitl's

a ist.2.a.a4.a aififsf.aAa.ai

taataA.s5. a tat&tai&t.i!

J. H. 0'RIELLY &

9
Jrj
8
S
S
8

CO. I

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.
A

FINE LINE OF

If eafclier Dusters

ELMO

AND CLUB R003J.

Sj

JOSEPH BAIiNETT, Prop.

Best line of Parlor Dusters from sec to $1.50
Ostrich Dusters from - - - - 50c to $3.00
COME AND EXAMINE.

120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AHD

Goods.

II000RS.

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Sola agents for Sao Antonio Lima.

Parte

of

.

H. O'Rielly & Co.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
Now Phone 216

the City.
7

North Third Street

p.

ALBUQUERQUE

SHRET AND METAL WORKS
T. O. AHES,
Froprletcr.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kindt of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order
315 SECOND STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

&

e.

MALTHOID - ROOFING
NEEDS NO PAINTING.

Put Up In Rolls Complete
bility Guaranteed

J. C

With Fixtures lor Laying. DuraWrite for Booklet and Samples

BALDRIDGE,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Headquarter

M!aBJMCgJJjCTlggSftffW

WJ

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

We Are Showing for the,
ti

In)

ert

nrinn fspnenn
a large assortment of

j
j
j
j
i

Fcor

Cover. Uf, comprising all the
'atcst Weaves and colorings in

11

Axminster, Velvet, Milton,
Mcquette, Body and Tapestry
Brussels and Ingrain.

... C

Li noleum,

LARGEST

ARPETS'...

Oil

Cloth,

China and Japan Matting

VARIETY AND

THE

LOWEST

PRICES

.

k

X)004K)0454K)eOC

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & B0THB, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
PINC&T WHISKIES. IV. PORTED A DOMESTIC

WINrtS
Th Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestlo Clgara

COGNAC.

K)9mCWMOmKfK090SK390SX

FURNITURE
AT

L1VINQ PRICES
EXTRA BARGAINS

Dearth Cased by AfoaqaHo.
Mosquitoes are now charged with
.'ommunieatinir erysipelas as well as
malaria and yellow fever. A New
York physician has issued a death
certificate in the ease of a
months'
old babe, in which he says "Death
was caused by erysipelas due to the
bite of n mosquito." It is only fair
to the moaquito'tn record that the
board of health officers refused to
accept the certificate until a coroner's physician had investigated and
concluded that there was no other
apparent cause for the death than
the motiquito bite. Youth's Compan1

IN

Iron Beds, Springs
and Mattresses

r

AND ESPECIALLY IN

filial

rasa

iSff

Charter Oak Ranges
Crockery,

.

Granite-wai-

e

and Tinware
J

.4

EASY PAYMENTS.
New and Second Hand Goods, Bought,

ion.

Sold and Exchanged.

'('offr

Ilrri'

t

tfa

MISCELLANEOUS

;

I.at.f.

examiner for life iniur-anc- e.
societies have added the term
"coffee heart" to their regular classification of the functional derangements of that organ. Its effect is in
shortening the long beat of the
heart. Coffee topers, they say, are
plentiful, and are as much tied to
their cups as the whisky toper. The
effeci of the coffee upon the heart is
more lasting,
and
consequently
rorse, than that of liquor. Dietetic
knd Hygienic Ciazette, London.
Medical

Borradaile & Co.
117 GOLD AVENUE.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
'

ITEMS.

The municipal expenses of Xew
York are. approximately $100,000,000 a,
year.
Of 23,000 children placed in families
by the Children's Aid society, only 60
have been arrested and tent to reform
tehuols.
While London has 47 telephones per
10,000 inhabitants, l'uris,71; New York,
150, and San Franc
7ofl, Stockholm
reacbe the figure of USO.
lUrlin has its firkt female linrbers
the wife und daughter of a
In Jlolieuiia, Hungary and
Scandinavia there are many women
iM-o- ,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka add Santa Fe Railway Companies. Authorized Capital

.$500,000.00
$200,000.00

raid up Capital, burplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds,

.e.metiuM9seeem'mesmssMnnemri

hair-dret-e- r.

barl-r-

.

In the year ending April 1, 10OO, Berlin imported from Italy Ml car loads
of cherries, 357 of table grapes, 245 of
Milliliter fruits, etc. In the following
12 months the business doubled.
A l.eipie pl:i'.-iaexpreffetc the
opinion that on account of their delicate fense of touch blind perron are
specially qualified for practicing
In Japan thi is done very
largely.
In the clear atmosphere the other
day I '.out on iu n could fee from Itos-t'.- n
inoiiiitiiins, Wachusett and
MoiiadniK-that i. those HoMonians
who tool; ll - trouble to climb Mount
Hi-I l(n.l,ur , could.
I'rlleiiif.
If ail the reports that have reached
the police within the past few days
are true, diamond stealing by servants ha reached tbe pi'uport U.n of a
Three young
mania in New York,
women employed in as many fashion-ubl- e
n m ctinn are
homes ir t be
now under arrest on thi- - ejiarge.
A Vermont
town mppi its two papers which liw- in friei!.:ly ilbeord.
The Herald printed a iiieauinu'css item
about one Shiets S. Wei.elil. a Srian,
and the News copied it. without the
formality of giving credit, die. fully
the Herald now points out that the
fictitious Syrian' name rpelled backward proclaims the t ruth, w t il known
lovally that "the ZVews steals."
mas-Miir-

Flour, Feed, Provisions, flay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

i

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

The average woman Is a
pessimist.
Almost every
woman over 30 ymrs of age looks
distressed. Her brows are bent, her
mouth drawn into n tight line, and
thert- - are deep furrows down her
cheek!". Sbe looks exactly as If tdite
were considering how to provide a
dinner for 1.1 cents that will satisfy
twenty-livsmall children, when In
reality sbe may have nothing more
serious on her mind than buying 4
pair of socks for George. No wonder
women grow obi faster than men,
for they huff tluir worries to them
and let them show in their faces.
There was once an elderly servant
w ho was supt rstitions to a decree
and who always expected the worst
to h;iipen. Did she nd a needle on
the lloor, did a picture fall in the
house or a bird fly into one of the
rooms, she was instantly plunireil
into woe. "We're troimr to have a
heap of bad luck!" she would say.
and then she'd be liiehryniose until
some mil' bad the toothache or the
cows cm into the corn, when she
would consider the demon luck
or satisfied for a time anil
If row as cheerful as it was her habit
to be. Some one once asked her if
she did not have any pood-lucsirns.
"Why. certainly." sbe r. plied, "but
they don't count I don't believe in
ones," which, by the
t lie ffood-lu'by, is thoroughly characteristic of
the sex.
Here Is n woman who suffers suffers is the word from insomnia. "1
can't imagine why I don't sleep," she
says to her friends. "I'm sleepy as
anything when I po upstairs, but
then 1 begin to wonder if my son
Arthur, who travels for a drug- firm,
is on a train, and in a minute I see
him just as plainly bleeding anil
nullified in a wreck. When 1 decide
that he is really dead, I think of
John, and worry because he hasn't- a
better position. Then Molly come
into my mind, and I feel sure that
one of her children must be ill, I feel
so blue about her. T fret over Lucy's
throat a bit then, and by this time
I'm wide awake. It's the strangest
thing!
I don't underktand
why I
should be so wakeful!"
Her physician dor, however, and
now he's prescribing for her n course
of cheerfulness and of "looking for
the best." It's a medicine that most
women need their faces show it
but there are few who are sensible
enough to take it.

Salvo

Sore.

II
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Police Court.
Celso Gallegos, a native of Los
Lunas. wan sent over to the county
jail for sixty days by Judge Crawford
for carrying concealed weapons.
Two drunks were in court this morn- Ing. They received t ho same old fine,
$5 or five days.

Sanitarium Benefit.
Following close after the appreciative gifts made the ladies toward their
bazaar by Hon. Felipe Chaves, of
a horse; J. Korber & Co., a saddle;
T. F. Keleher, a bridle, comes uie gifts
of a Morris chair, by O. W. Strong &
Sons; a fine steel range, by Whitney
company; a fine gold ring with native
setting, by S. Vann & Son, and a gold
watch by H. E. Fox.
The merchants are making their do
o
nations liberally and the prospects of
Alvarado Trio.
the bazaar as a money maker are very
The following program of high grade flattering.
and pleasing music will be rendered at
So Sweet and Pleasing in Tastel
the Alvarado, between 6 and 8 o'clock
Mrs. C. Peterson, C2B Lake street
this evening:
Overture Zampa
Herold Topeka, Kan., speaking of Ballard's
Syrup, says: "It has never
Hungarian Dance
Brahms Horehound
give
to
failed
entire satisfaction, and
Tschaikowsky of all cough remedies,
Barcarolle
it Is my fav
Rosamunde Ballet
Weiss orite, and I must confess to my many
"Naila" Ballet
Delibes friends that it will do, and has done,
March Selected
Harsch what Is claimed for it to speedily
Character Dance Roxala
Arnold sure a cough or cold; and it is so sweet
Nancy Brown
Crawford and so pleasing in taste." 25c, 50c and
Waltz Selected
Kahler $1.00 bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
a. Ruppe.
Henry
"The Colored Major"
Concert Friday Night.
Raw or Inflamed Lungs
Program of Metropolitan Concert to
Yield quickly to the wonderful cura- be given
Colombo hall, Friday,
tive and healing qualities of Foley's March 20: at
Honey and Tar. It prevents penumonia
Part' I.
and consumption from a hard cold setOodard
tled on the lungs. Alvarado Pharmacy, Second Mazurka . .
La Gondolier! Off., 25, ',.
o
Nevin
Albuquerque Not Behind the Times.
Mr. PJnkus.
Commencing next Saturday Archi- "Ho, Ye Townsmen". . .Victor Herbert
tect Charles F. Whittlesey will give "Meet Me, Love, Oh, Meet Me". . . .
his force of assistants a half holiday,
'.
De Koven
thus allowing them time for extended
Mr. Thomas.
trips to the mountains and the sur- Concerto Op. 104. Andante. Al
rounding country, as they all have good
legro
de Berlot
ponies the extra time will no doubt be Legende
Weinlawgkl
spent advantageously.
NEXT,
Mr. Blair.

JUST RECEIVED

TH 1ST.

nd Distress,

a sure resource

iW

..Albert Falber..

Certain A
After
Thl Paeenf
Shun Signs of Mental Worry

Mnr)

Children's Cougns and Colds.
Mrs. Joe McGrath, 327 East First
street, Hutchinson, Kan., writes: "I
have given Ballard's Horehound Syrup
to my children for coughs and colds
for the past four years, and find it the
best medicine I ever used." Unlike
many cough syrups, it contains no
opium, but will soothe and heal any
disease of the throat or lungs quicker
than any other remedy. 25c, 60c and
$1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
B.
Ruppe.

INFORMATION FREE.
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WOMAN A PESSIMIST.

0

The first information of the men was
obtained by Itcnnctt who trailed them
beyond the vicinity of the mission
schools. They had made several attempts to dispose of the goods to people, whom they mt along the road.
The description of the men answered
that given by young Mandell. As soon
as Itennett knew he was on the right
trail he sent for the buggy. Officer
Salazar made name with the hurry-uwagon and the men wero overtaken
about six miles north of the city, at
Rancnos de Albuquerque.
Drake is a young man about 19 years
old, claiming to hail from St. Louis,
and Willis is altout 18 years old. He
claims Houston, Texas, as his home.
Their story is that they purchased
the goods from the missing man, who
came into the store with Drake, for 7,
and were trying to dispose of them.
They did not know the man of whom
they bought the goods, as they had
just met him this morning.
Only two men entered Mandell's
store, but there was undoubtedly three
men mixed up In the affair. The officers are on the lookout for the man,
who evidently was the leader of the
trio. The boys state that they had Just
come up from El Paso, and were walking to Bernalillo to get a train. When
arrested Drake had S1.25 and Willis
had on 90 cents. Willis was wearing
Mandell's coat and vest, having discarded his old ones. They were locked
up in the city jail and will be given a
hearing in the morning.
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(Concluded from page one.)

' ' The Groceries you buy Lore nre just right.
The bcBt quality ot a fair price.
40-ce- nt

RACKET
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THE BOY'S SUIT
It will pay best to buy for him good, all
wool clothes, those of fast color and lasting good shape;" that are strongly built,
have double seat ; have good, strong
pockets. 15uy our kind of Hoys' Clothes
if you want the best. They're all made
by the best boys' clothing makers in
and
America. Double-breaste- d
Suits for boys of from
7 to n vea,s.
Cassimeres. Worsteds.
Cheviots and Scutches hundreds of
them, We ve outdone our efforts of the
past with our line of Hoys' Clothes. And
such quality why, it asserts itself at
every point in the fabric, style, make
and finish.
single-breaste-

EM.
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THE LEADING CLOTHIER IN ALBUQUERQUE
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(Concluded from page one.)
rules and cited ruling ninde In the Illinois lepiplAture and hp also read the
t
rules of congress on the point In
of hio position. Mr. Andrews objected to his argument and said this
council Is working under rules of Its
s
own and not under the rules of
and the rules of this council are
the ones to apply. President Chaves
replied that rulings by the chair arc In
the same class as decisions by the
court and higher authorities are to be
consulted and referred to the same as
in a judicial decision. Mr. Spless said
that no rule exists In the council
rules for the government of steering
committees, hut when this committee
was appointed, by consent of all members, the appointment was made unof the rules of conder the
gress and it was the understanding
the steering committee should operate
and be governed according to the
rules of congress. He contended that
in the absence of specific rules by this
council for the appointment and conduct of a steering committee, it was
the general understanding the rules
of congrehs should govern. Mr. An
drews said that if Mr. Fall's contention was BUEtaim-i- it would practically
nuspend the rules of this council and
among the rules of this council was
one which specifically slated no rule
crtuld be suspended or the regular ors
der changed, except by a
vote. A'r. Spiess repeated his stateunder
ment of the understanding
which the steering committee was appointed and Mr. Andrews said the report of the committee could not be acs
vote. If
cepted except by a
It should be held that the report carried Immediate consideration of the
matter. Mr. Kail cited to President
Chaves a ruling he made ten years
ago on this same question in which he
held as Mr. Fall asked him to rule
this time.
President Chaves took come time to
examine the question and then rules
that the report is of the highest privilege and carries with it the Immediate
consideration of the matter reported
npon.
The report 01 tne committee
was then adopted by a vote of 8 to 4,
Messrs. Albright, Andrews, Duncan,
and Martinez voting against it. Mr.
Duncan moved to adjourn but it was
lost on a tie vote of 6 to 6.
House bill No. 165. an net to provide
a levy of lty mills for road purposes,
was then handed down and passed.
House bill No. 114. an act to author
ize mercantile companies In towns of
less than 1,500 population, to transact
a banking business, was passed.
House bill No. 168, an act for the
relief of the poor, which requires rela
tives far removed in degrees of rela
tionship. to support poor, was taken
tip. and tabled.
(Thursday's Afternoon Session.)
When the council met this after
noon it at once went into executive
session, during which the following
nominations were confirmed:
J. M. Hervey, to be district attorney
for the Eighth district.
W. G. Sargent to be territorial audit
Blip-por-

con-pres-

Papons'

It la the rijrht of everyeliild
to be well born, and to the
parents it must look for
health and

Responsibility
Great

happiness.

that, were getting troubled by saying
that he favored the bill because It "met
the approval of the experienced Mr.

mm

pollard, was endorsed

by

the wisdom

How incon

responsibility, and how important that
no taint of disease is left in the blood
to be transmitted to the helpless child, entailing the most
pitiable Buttering, and marking us little Ixxly with offen
sive sores and eruptions, catarrh of the nose and throat, weak eyes, glandular
swellings, brittle txjnes, white swelling and deformity.
How can parents look upon such little sufferers and not reproach
themselves for bringing so much misery into the world ? If you have
any disease lurking in your system, how can you expect well developed,
healthy children ? Cleanse your own blood and build up your health, and
you have not only enlarged j our capacity for the enjoyment of the pleasures
of life, but have discharged a duty all parents owe to posterity, and made
mankind healthier and happier.
stubtiorn Wood,
There is no remedy that so surely reaches
S. Js. it searcncsoui even nereaiiary
troubles as
poisons, and removes every taint from the blood,
and builds up the general health. If weaklings
are growing up around you, right the wrong by
mittinir them on a course of S. S. S. at once. It is
a purely vegetable medicine, harmless in its effects, and can be takea
by both old' and young without fear of any bad results.
Write us about your case, and let our physicians advise and help you.
This will cost you nothing, and we will also send our book on blood and
6kin diseases.
'mi THE J WITT SPECIFIC CO..
deep-seate-
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DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
Rio GRANDE & SANTA FE

THE rOPULAlt LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Tueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, Stn Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

Citizen

.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.. ..

Job

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacifis Coast
Through Sleeping Car between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Lot Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

Office

(Thursday's Morning Session.)
Tiie last day of the session in the
house opened with a display of good
feeling. Pedro Sanchez presented two
resolutions, one expressing thanks to
Governor M. A. Otero and to Secretary
J. W. Reynolds, and the other to
Speaker Nestor Montoya and Chief
Clerk C. V. Safford. Both resolutions
were adopted. Speaker Montoya called
Mr. Bowie to the chair and took the
floor to reply. In a fine speech he expressed his appreciation of the senti
ment of the resolution and his response
was greeted with loud applause. Pedro
Sanchez responded for the house.
House bill No. 213, the educational
bill defeated last night, was reconsidered on a motion of Mr. Bowie, and
passed by 16 to 2. The house concurred
In the council amendments to house
bill No. 100, an act relating property
rights of married women.
A minor
amendment was made by Mr. Baca and
as amended the bill passed.
House bill No. 23, an act defining
leneflciary societies, was tabled.
House bill No. 182, an act to give
landlords a leln against tenants and
power to enforce the same, was also
tabled.
The governor announced having
signed the following bills: Council bill
No. 107, an act providing for the refunding of certain county indebtedness; council substitute for house bill
No. 120, the osteopathy bill; council
bill No. 116, an act to give county commissioners the right of condemnation;
amended council bill No. 79, an act relating to the protection of school children; an act in relation to the mayors
of cities; house bill No. 47, an act to
require officers of a corporation to disclose to a levying officer the number of
shares held by each shareholder; council substitute for house bill No. 143, to
authorize the board of education of
Santa Fe to Issue bonds for a new
school house; house bill No. 198, an act
to authorize counties to compromise
county indebtedness; house bill No.
148, an act to amend section 2, chapter
!, session laws of 1901.
Council substitute for house bill No.
25, an act directed as a form of note
used by an Albuquerque bank, was
passed.
Council bill No. 135, an act to pre
vent Indecent exposure, and providing
a mlxlmum fine of $25, was passed.
House Joint resolution No. 19, appro
priating $300. of which one-hal- f
is to
be used for the rent of typewriting
machines used in the house and one-hafor rent of those used in the council, was favorably reported. Cristoval
Sanchez moved to table the resolution
and this was done.
Council bill No. 92, an act to author- ze cities to provide for the sprinkling
of streets, was passed.
Council bill No. 121, an act to enable
villages to change their form of gov
ernment was handed down and passed.
This was the last bill on the speaker's
table, and there is not one thing pending before the house.
A recess was therefore taken until 8
o'clock In the evening.

handed down. A motion to table was onded the motion, refused to consent
lost by 11 to 9. Mr. Eduardo Marelnei to Its withdrawal and insisted that Mr.
opposed the bill at length. Mr. Llew- Baca go after it. Mr. Dalies demanded
ellyn spoke at great length In favor of to fcnov the reason why a bill that beit, and' Mr. Dalies followed In the longed In the custody of
the clerk of
same strain. The bill passed.
the house should be in the iiands of a
House bill No. 220, an act providing member. The speaker stated that It
that community land grants shall be
borrowed by Mr. Baca to look
governed by nine trustees, was pass- had beena minute," but
that the minute
at
"Just
ed. The house then took a recess unhad lengthened Into two days. It was
til' 8 o'clock In the evening.
finally agreed that Mr. Baca should
bring the bill this morning.
(Wednesday's Night Session.)
House bill No. 134, by Mr. McCash,
Promptly at 8 o'clock and before all an act to give women the right to vote
the members had arrived, Speaker at school elections, was unfavorably
Montoya called the house to order. reported and tabled Indefinitely.
House bill No. 24, by Mr. Llewellyn,
House bill No. 210, an act to punish
an act to take a small strip from
offenses against private property and
county and attach It to Otero to prevent trespass, was passed.
county, was taken up. Mr. Ortega
House bill No. 11, an act to amend
moved to table the bill and this was the law relating to the authority of
done. After one bill had been passed, justices
of the peace in administering
Mr. Llewellyn entered the hall and at
law relating to deadly weapons,
the
once rose to a question of personal was passed.
privilege. He stated that It was his
bill No. 215, an act to provide
understanding that H was a rule of a House
penalty for interference with and
the houre or at least a courtesy that damage to telephone
and telegraph
was regarded as fixed as a rule, that
lines, was passed without debate.
if a bill was called up In the absence of
House bill No. 177, an act to repeal
the member who introduced it, the
6 to 10 Inclusive, chapter 39,
sections
bill should be laid aside until that
member should be present. He refer-e- session laws of 1901, was passed.
House bill No. 196, an act providing
to the tabling of the bill which he
gaming licenses shall be paid
that
had Introduced and said it was taking
quarterly,
was favorably reported by
an unfair advantage of him as was.
the committee. The report was reto say the least, discourteous.
He jected
and the bill tabled by 13 to C.
stated that he had drawn the bill on
bill No. 213 was handed down.
House
agreement
of both representatives
the
from Socorro county and had Intro It Is an act to regulate county instiduced It with their full consent and tutes and for other purposes, and is
that this action be taken. He explain council bill No. 2, with the features
ed that It was merely to take a small of that bill which were objectionable
strip from which Socorro county re stricken out. Mr. Baca introduced the
ceived no revenue In taxation and at bill and the house has made a great
tach it to Otero county and straighten Joke of Mr. Baca's bills and resolutions
out the line. Mr. Llewellyn was an on the ground that all of them carry
gry and said that he wanted It known appropriations. The bill was ordered
why this unfair advantage was taken read in full and after the section was
of him In his absence. The speaker read making the appropriation, Crissaid he was right and that it is the toval Sanchez rose and moved that
rule or the custom to lay a bill aside further reading be dispensed with and
In the absence of the introducer of it. that the bill be tabled on account of
Mr. Baca protested
He stated that he would entertain a the appropriation.
motion from Mr. Llewellyn for recon and Insisted that the order of the
or.
sideration of the vote, and Mr. Llewel- speaker that the bill be read be folCapitol eustorian comlssioners N. lyn promptly made the motion. Mr. lowed. Mr. Bowie and others indulged
It. Laughlin, of Santa Fe; A. A. Keen, Ortega denied
that he had ever con- In fun at the expense of Mr. Baca
of Bernalillo, and E. L. Bartlett, of sented to the passage of the bill, and about all resolutions containing appro
Santa Fe.
in reply to pointed questions from Mr. priations. The reading of tne bill was
The steering committee favorably Llewellyn as to time and place of the completed and Mr. Baca rose to a ques
reported bouse bills Nob. 159 and 179. agreement, disclaimed any knowledge tion of personal privilege. He stated
The former was the irrigation bill and of any such agreement. Mr. Howard, that he had Introduced many measures
Mr. Fall was recognized to speak on who had arrived late,
stated that he for bis county, his city and for other
It.
had entered Into such an agreement purposes, and some of which had
Mr. Fall reviewed the irrigation leg- and explained
that in the strip which passed and some had failed. He re
islation to the general government. No It was proposed to annex to Otero sented the Imputation of the members
money will come to New Mexico until county only
about 30 or 40 people live, about appropriations and said all his
data has been furnished for New nearly all of whom are miners. He measures were presented in good
Mexico. This territory has stood still stated further that Socorro county re- faith and with no dishonorable intenwhile the others have gone ahead. ceives no taxes from the strip. Those tions. He stated that there was nothArizona has received a million and a living there are over 100 miles from ing in any of them for him and it was
halt already. Mr. Fall Bald not an acre the county seat of Socorro county and unjust and unfair .or the members to
of land shall be leased as long as he Is have no direct connection with It take such an attitude against him.
able to go Law a court without pay and whatever, while they are less than 40 Speaker Montoya stated to him that he
fight for what he believes to be the miles from the county seat of Otero was satisfied that his motives were of
rights of the people. The defeat of this county and do all their trading and the best and there were no reflections
bill, said Mr. Fall, will cause a politi- business there. He believed for the on his honesty or his integrity. Mr.
cal revolution in New Mexico and relief of the people in the strip, that Dalies spoke in favor of the bill and
bosses will be shaken from their the bill should be passed. Mr. Ortega said It was a meritorious measure and
thrones as Tweed and Croker have developed into an obstructionist again had the endorsement of the superinFoley's Kidney Cure makes the kid
been. Money has been poured out and moved to table Mr. Llewellyn's mo- tendent of public instruction. The mat neys and bladder right. Contains uoth
freely and the house resisted this. tion for a reconsideration, but It was ter which was objected to before had ing Injurious. .Mvarado Pharmacy.
JloBsIsm will be cast out. Mr. Fall lost by a vote of 7 ayes to 14 nays. The been stricken out and he thought it
taid he appealed from Pennsylvaniaor. vote by which the bill was tabled was should pass. Mr. Dalies said he had
politics to the honesty of the people
then reconsidered by 14 to 7. Mr. How Indulged In his fun at Mr. Baca's exNew Mexico. He appealed to the na- ard took charge of the bill and moved pense, but he considered the appropriahelp
tive bods to stand liy the bill and
that It be read the third time, but be- tion mentioned proper and the bill
the valleys. Mr. Fall declared
the motion was put, Mr. Ortega should pass. Cristoval Sanchez said
't a shame this land should be given to fore
moved that it be made a special order Mr. Baca represented too many consti
barons.
the cattle
for 10 o'clock this morning. This was tuents, Santa Fe county, the city, Las
Mr. Hawkins sent to the desk to voted down by the same vote of 14 to Vegas and now It was the board of
and
have read a number of letters
7. Mr. Ortega then moved to table the education.
Mr. ltaca, with some heat,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
documents from the department at motion Indefinitely. Mr. Howard rose retorted that he represented the edu
hlch substantiate the to explain his vote and urge the pass cational system of
w.ui,inlHnn
the territory if Mr,
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Btateraents mado by those who advoage of the bill. Mr. Ortega called for Sanchez did not. Thereupon, Mr. San
onOld 'Phone A22.
the
said
Spiess
cated the bill. Mr.
chez rose to a question of personal
the enforcement of the
imly question i" whether permanent
rule, and as fast as he would call time privilege and denied that he did not
Saddle Horses a Specialty. Wt
provement shall be made or the land other memtiers would grant Mr. How stand for the educational system. Mr.
and
board horse andhave first class rig
herds
of
owners
turned over to
calling
After
Howard
is
no
crying
said
there
need
their
ard
L. E. CAREY. Prop.
flocks. He urged the Irrigation of time on Mr. Howard two or three to change the laws. He stated that for hire.
lands so homesteaders miy be Invited times, Mr. Ortega was almost swamped every bill which orlginateu In the office
The
in and industrial progress made. were
under the showers of time granted Mr of the superintendent of public lnstruc
B. A. SLEYSTER.
letters sent up by Mr. Hawkinssaid his Howard and desisted. The motion to tlon had been to make a raid on the
Hawkins
Mr.
read in full and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
7.
Mr.
by
14
Howard
school fund Instead of to guard it. In
to
table was lost
in having thera read was to
FIRE INSURANCE,
on the some districts, said Mr. Howard, it Is
question
previous
the
demanded
de
REAL ESTATE,
t,how that since last October the
Ortega
moved
to
now
Mr.
ad
possible
only
and
have
motion
to
three
NOTARY PUBLIC.
partment has been calling lor aaia iu journ, but this was lost by the same months' school. Mr. Dalies demanded
12 14, CROMWKLL BLOCK.
,.r,iHP to helu New Mexico, but New
ROOMS
passage
vote. Mr. Howard moved the
that he specify the locality and said
Telephone 174.
Automatic
Mwi,.n ha. done nothing. Another rea of
the bill and Mr. Ortega subsided that he believed that was a local condl
was to
son for having the letters read
by
6.
15
to
pub
was
passed
entirely
to
bill
tlon
of
misuse
due
The
and
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
show the members from Bernalillo
Council substitute for house bill No. lie funds. Mr. Howard hotly denied
Ladles can depend upon securli
onnty that their own citizens have 126, an act amending the law regard this and demanded that Mr. Dalies con permanent
relief from irregular
law
been begging for just what this this ing the licenses of merchants so that fine himself to the truth. Pedro San painful periods by using these wafei
Yet, said Mr. Hawkins,
gives
New those whose sales are less than $3,000 chez spoke at some length on the Safe and sure at all times.
legislature has refused to help7 to
6. shall pay a license of $5, was taken up measure and Mr. Vargas gave his ex
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
defeated
was
Nexico. The bill
and passed. Mr. Stockton called up perlences as county school superin chasing only from our agent.
house bill No. lOo, but it was found tendent. Mr. Pollard said the levy or
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., lm
The House.
was nominal and the bill should porters.
Mv.jniv'i Afternoon Session.)the that Mr. Baca had it. Mr. Stockton dered
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
said he would withdraw his motion to pass. Mr. Bowie had fun with the
The following proceedings in
up
if Mr. Baca would bring it In "gentleman from Santa Fe," and Mr corner Railroad avenue and Third
it
take
heard:
mnrA
'
Council bill No. 21. an act to create the morning, the bill being at Mr. Kllpatrlck demanded taat he specify street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
county Hoards of horticulture, was Baca's home. Mr. Pollard, who sec Mr. Pendleton poured oil on the waters for Bernalillo Counc
two-third-

The

Sanchez moved to table the motion, but
It was lost and the bill was read the
third time. It was growing late and
Speaker Montova commenced to Ignore requests for roll calls and declare
motions carried or lost. Mr. Baca
moved the passage of the bill and Mr.
Dalies stated that he would like to be
braid. Cristoval Sanchez at once demanded the previous question and the
speaker said:
"The gentleman from Mora moves
the gentleman from Valencia shut up.
Those In favor say aye and those opposed, no. The ayes have It, and the
gentleman will shut up." The bill was
defeated by 8 to 11. The house adjourned until 10 o'clock Thursday
morning.

.
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Denver & Rio Grande System

of Mr. Howie, was Introduced by the
little Hon of 8anta F"e and was favored
by the sage of Valencia, Mr. Dalles."
i ne hearty laugh which this caused restored good feeling and Mr. Itaea asked that It be read the third time. Pedro
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The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to
turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders for

n;ni;H;iMH?i:ii

custo-

out-of-to-

.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

mers given special

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

attention.

p TO THE NORTH AND EAST Q
RUNS

w

Blanks

"THE FASTEST EVER"

of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate

....TO....

Kansas

and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very

City, St. Louis, Chicago

or

Mem-

phis and Principal Points.

carefully

Call on Agent for full Information
P.N.E. System, El Paso, Texas.

drawn, and are issued by authority.

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

TWICE EVERY WEEK
Hpl-Ha- k

The Latest
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The Oreat Republican
Paper of America,

GlobeDemocrat

for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

We

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. StLouIs Mo.

Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office

in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen

lf

A badge

of the
Burlington.

o
jo
jo

"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.

does.

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAIL8 ALL THE WAY.

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the J ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G. W. VALLERY, GeneraIJA rent
DENVER.

The Themometer is
i Seldom Higher Than

Book
Binding

half-minut-

Books, magazines,
namrjhlets. c a t a
lntruea. etc.. bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction

half-minut-

o

! Never
o

point

o
o

l

is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to
points in Mexico.
Call on or address.
W. D. MURDOCK,
C. R. HUDSON,
W. 3. MEAD,
U. A., El Paso. O. F.
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico
P. A.,Mexlco.

o
n

o

The Mexican Central

o

o
o

s

This "Paris of Latin America" Is Situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea. and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
Although not generally known summer is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana,"
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, to
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlg-n- s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip undr
'The White Umbrella."

jo

!we
i

o

80 in Mexico City

Jo

guaranteed.
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jo
o
o
o
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o
o
o
o
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LAS VEGAS.

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER
Cerrilloa and Gallup Domestlo Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthraelte Nut, $7.60 per ten.
Anthracite, larger aizes, $7.75 per
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all alzea.

'

Sill

The

Ite-in- g

Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
TeleDhonee:

Automatic.

ex-chi-

and

416

267; Bell, 45.

The Union
Market

ppJore
lil

207 Weat Gold Avenue,

JS

?::i

Quaker Oats" 'the Grocer

said.

e

"No other brand will do instead";

And o cr his kindly features spread
ThC Sm'le

WM. GOETTING & CO.,

that won

1

come 22i

Proprietor.

All kinds or Fresb treats bandied.
Sausage making a specialty.

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M

-

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
8ANITARY
BATHS AND
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
ROOM
LARGE
8AMPLE

See the new Knox Pantouris hat.
GALLUP.
comes in the light beaver color. The
swellest thing In the market. Simon Special Correspondence.
Gallup, N. M., March 17. "St. PatStern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
rick's day in the morning" was raw
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
MONUMENTS.
and windy, in the afternoon rain, toAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
All kinds of stone and marble work. ward evening snow.
PLANJ Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor- About the first of April C. M. Sabin
GEO. E ELLIS, a ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue. will open a gents' furnishing store in
H. Q. MATJRINO & CO.
the rooms vacated by the Russell &
Proprietor and Owner.
o
W. U Douglas shoes first spring Elsie firm. Charley deserves, and will
shipment
has arrived many new probably get, a fair amount of patronpatent
styles
In
vicl, vlcl kid, French age.
J.
The resignation of B. Holmes from
and box calf $3 and $3.50. SIMON
Dealer In-- Staple
the Santa Fe service, and their conseSTERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
quent departure from Gallup Is a subReck Island Grading to Sub-Leject of regret to their many friends.
112 miles of grading, concrete and
Mr. Wolff and wife are planing a trip
bridging, between Tucumcari, New to Chicago; will leave about the midwe WEST KAILROAD
Mexico, and Amarillo, Texas. Work dle of April to be gone a few months.
AVENU!
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
now ready. Estimated half million
Miss Barbara Cotton Is expected
yards of sand stone and two and a half home toward the last of March for a
million yards of earth. Fine material. two weeks' vacation.
Good prices. Address, room 225, New
Miss Jennie Correttl received the
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
York Life building, Kansas City, Mis- diamond ring offered by the Peterson
Successor to Balling Bros.
souri.
i
Entertainment company to the prettiW. R. STUBBS CONTRACTING est and most popular young lady In
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty THE
CO.
Gallup, the choice to rest with the
We desire patronage, and we
o
patrons of their show. Miss Correttl
first-class
guarantee
baking.
received 19,700 votes, proving that
YOU MAKE A BLUNDER
207 8. First 8t.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
many friends voted early and ofther
if you don't look at our dress
en. Jennie is a nice girl, and worthy
goods and silks before buying
of the compliment paid her. Miss Ed-itelsewhere; variety and values un- Bayiiss was a close second.
matched in rival stores.
Miss Helen Hogan entertained Miss
LION STORE.
Marcella Risdon and Miss Elsie Pin-neat dinner on Thursday, In honor of
a
her 15th birthday.
Clairvoyant.
This term of our city schools is
Rev. Dr. Hough, clairvoyant and ocits close and the graduating
cult teacher, will give readings daily nearing
doing hard work in preparaclass
are
Priat No. 411 South Second street.
West Railroad Avenue.
commencement.
for
tion
This year's
vate lectures and tests, given also; class is larger
than for several terms
will teach and develop classes, read- past.
ings $1 and $2. Call and see him.
MEN AND WOMEN.
Next Sunday evening's sermon at
Questions answered by mail $1.
l"f Bis U fornnnntai-the Methodist Episcopal church is to
diitrhtrsM.inflaiiiiuKtiow
kiiui
or ulrpiaiiui
II irritation
0arute4
be rendered most attractive by means
Don't Send Off
i uteiara.
at.M rrewata
of mucou nnibrn
C itaaHosi
m..A n..l
P.I..1...
alB intCTAN&bHtnwALbo.
We of moving pictures illustrating the
for children's sleeper,
'
'
n.
r
or
pniamious.
jrnt
a fine assortment and can save subject chosen.
CIKCIHtUTi,
J Sold by Drnvdala have
Hodgson Bros, are doing some good
you money and you see what you are
expretu, inr-nidw.-Sj 1m lr ora bolt .2.75. for getting. See our window display this work in their studio. By the way they
Circular tent on rduuect
have a remarkable collection of views,
week. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.
beautiful scenes along the coast of
LANDSCRIP.
By the use of so called land scrip
title can be obtained to government
I Have a Stock of New Eclipse Wind
land without cultivation or residence
Mills and Repalra on hand. Bring
thereon. All you need to do Is to give
description and show the land to be
Around Your Wagons.
of the proper kind; we do the rest. By
reason of the exhaustion of a supply
LEAD AVENUE. BETWEEN FIRST which has been quite limited the price
AND SECOND 8TREET8.
is advancing. We have a small amount
yet on band to sell, that is fully guaranteed. We also deal In real estate, B right's Disease
and Dlabetce
ALBUQUERQUE. loans and Investments.
Auto 'Phone 308.
Are Positively Curable.
HUGO 8EABERG, Spriuger. N. M.

0e4KfKKeOKaKK4
A. SKINNER

and

t.

Fancy Groceries

PIONEER BAKERY

California, places of historical Interest, many fine bits of western scenery
and that most difficult subject of all,
the western Indian difficult to obtain
because of tbe Navajoes unreasoning
superstition.
In some manner they
have overcome the prejudice, for they
have some excellent negatives of
groups typical of Navajo life and occupation.
The burden of eutertalning seems to
rest with the younger set Just at present in Gallup. A short time since
Miss Maev Maloney gave a card party
and supper, more recently Miss Elsie
Pinney gave an evening party to about
thirty of her young friends. Games,
guessing contests, conversation and
an abundant lunch furnished an enjoyable evening.
Tonight, the 17th, the base ball club
give a masquerade ball at the opera
house, the object being to raise funds
In anticipation of the coming season.
' The Gibsonites and the round house
boys crossed bats on the local diamond last Sunday.
The Petersons were here all last
week and the Kilties are to be here
the 27th with the drum major who
weighs three tons, or so he said.
A very pleasant evening Is given
those who attend the Thursday evening sessions of the dancing club.
On Friday evening at the Peterson
dance, the prize for the best waltzers
were awarded to Mr. Thurston and
Mrs. J. H. Young by the Judges appointed.
Miss Marcella Risdon gave a matinee party to a group of girl friends at
the opera house on the afternoon of
the 14th, followed by a luncheon at
home.
A "special" stopped at Gallup the
other day and the company purchased
a number of Navajo blankets, which
will no doubt be used to decorate "Indian rooms" In the east There are
quantities of the loveliest rugs, blankets, couch covers and sample looms
in the Calidonlan ctore and at CotZohm's and
ton's, Weldenieyer's,
Sampson's trading stores. Many unique specimens of the Navajo silversmiths' work, bead chains of the
pottery of the Zunis, besides other curios dear to the hearts of the tenderfoot from the "states."
March 18, The masquerade ball of
last night was well attended despite
the miniature blizzard which raged all
the evening. The prize offered for the
best fancy costume worn by a gentleman was awarded to Mr. Winton, who
was attired as Romeo. The prize for
the best fancy costume for lady was
captured by Miss Beatrice Mulholland
t
Chat. F- Wacker, another
Inter- as "Shamrock."
flowed. Address 131 Sixth St., Ban Francisco.
Mrs. Hltenhoune. as a darky girl reQ. You are reported as having been cured ol
ceived
the prize for the most comical
Diabetes, although it Is believed incurable.
personation and I.'o l.annigan, as a
A. 1 bad It, but urn now well.
typical Irishman won the correspondQ Did it It
Revere?
A. Very. The Hrst notice I bad was when I ing premium.
n

JOE RICHARDS,

y

CIGARS

rJ

s.

--

,

-

A. D. JOHNSON

Rejected for

Mo-qui-

Insurance, Cured,

Then Accepted.

Q. Badaracco

General Herchandlse and
Liquors
Proprietor

of the Summer

Electrical Works.
Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
Second street, contractor and dealer
In all kinds of electrical appliances.
Electric door bells, chandaliers and
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
and motors, and special wiring. Automatic 'phone 401.
M.

Dealer In

Garden

All Kinas or Country Produce Bought
and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of

tbe City.

Corner of Third and Tijeraa
New Mexico
Albuquerque

o

F. A. jonee, e. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surrey
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.

o

THESouthARCADE
First Street

It's just as natural for us to
lead In variety and value as it is
for others to follow.
- LION STORE.

The oesi oi liquors served tg pat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything braa
lew, upstairs for lodging purposes.

o

311

FRANK VAJO. Proprietor.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

"

LIQUORS A CIGARS

We uandle everything lu ur line
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Louisville, Kentucky.
111

8. First

8t,

Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas
shoes are at hand.
Every style is
shown from the patent leather vlci
dress shoe to the heavy box calf working styles, at $3 and $3.50.
Simon
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o

Fine Crockery.
line of the celebrated Charles
Meaken and other noted brands Just
received and you will be surprised to
see how cheaply you can buy them. W.
V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner Second street and Gold avenue.
A fine

o

Albuquerque, N.

M.

From the Record.
Miss Adelaide Ramirez, who came
here from Corazon for medical treatment. Is reported very sick.
Ed. Donavan, who was the conductor on the first electilc car to run to
the springs last night, is far from
a grten hand at the business, he
having put In fifteen years at that work
In the city of Washington, D. C.
I. a Voz del Pueblo is in receipt of a
letter from Judge James O'Brien,
justice of this territory, written
In Spanish, which Spanish scholars of
this city declare to be as good Spanish
as any Caslillan ever wrote.
J. W. Phillips, wife and niece, Llllle
Martin, of Loveland, Colo., on their
way to California, came In on No. 1,
and will remain over a day with J. K.
Maitin, Mrs. Phillips being a sister
whom he had not seen for twenty-on.
years.
R. J. Matthews against
In the suit
J. F. Williams and Effle I. Williams to
foreclns.'? a mortgage given to secure a
debt of $779.50, and for which amount
Judgment was rendered lu favor of the
plaintiff, the court has approved the
sale of the mortgaged property as
made by W. G. Haydon, master.
From the Optic.
Mui ia Rita de Rivera died at the ripe
age ot 08 yt ers, down at" the town of
Rivera.
Mi 8. L. C. Long has gone to St. Anthony's sanitarium to recuperate. She
has been suffering with stomach troub- e for some time, and has sought relief
through test.
Announcements are out for the marriage of Amos F. Lewis, a former Las
Vegan, to a popular society lady ot St.
Louis, where Mr. Lewis has a promising future as a dentist.
Marcario Gallegos was down from
Mora with 2,000 pounds of the finest
apples on earth, which be Is trying to
dispose of in the local market. Mr.
Gallegos raised 40,000 lounds of apples
last year and not one of them was
specked.
A dispatch was received In the city
stating that the wife of John Rogers
was dead in Dakota. Mr. Rogers la in
the La Cueva country buying cattle,
and up to the present writing it has
been impossible to communicate to
him the sad news.
Measles are spreading. Mrs. Charles
Dunn and babe have recovered from
the spotted affection, but three other
children have been attacked. Mrs. Jeff
Keen and children are also confined to
their beds with the same complaint,
little Arthur Keen breaking out before
reaching home from school yesterday.
Dr. J. II. Turner, who was killed In
a restaurant holdup In Pueblo Sunday
evening last, was an old friend of Clarence Iden of tola city. The deceased,
who died from an assassin's bullet, was
also a graduate of Princeton and Rush
colleges and was a noted athlete during his college days.

Subscribe for The Citizen.

-

men-hun-

ir.-- t

was rejected by un Insurance compa' y. Latur
I becmne very weak and suffered greutly.
Q Any other physician say It was Diabetes!
A Oh, yes. y.j own did. The sugar was
enormous, ot er an ounce per day.
Q
Who told you of the Fulton Compound t
A
Editor Kngelhe of the German paper. It
kad cured him of Ilrlk-nt'- a
Disease.
Q. How soon did you be fin to Improve t
A. In two weeks I knew I'd get well.
Q. Did you again apply for insurance f
A. I did, soon a; I was well.
A. In the hauie company t
A. Yea ; the Nurt)iestern of Minneapolis
Q. Did they aceept you ?
A
,tftf, and
Thev did. The policy is No.
la for littu.
any test made since f
A. Yes. I.cipnitz uiutle an analysis, reporting normal, nuliber albumen or augar. The
oure is perm meat.
U. Know of any other core J
was cured of
A. Yes. My sister
tfivnn np by three
RrlKht's Dise-- e alter
phyhiuluua. (He gave us her address.
Medical works agree that Brlght'alDisease
and Dluttetes are incurable, hut OT per cent, are
positively recovering uuder the k'ullon Compounds. (Common forms of kiduey eomplaikt
and rheumatism offer but short resistance.)
Price, tl for the llright's Diseam and l SO the
Olabelio C'oniouud. John J. Kullon Co., 4'4
afoutvomery St., Sun Frnclitco, sole compound
era. Free tests made for pallenta. Dcatrlvlive
pamphlet mallud free.

J. II. O'RleUy
Albuquerque.

& Co..

Sole Agents,

SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
"When I had an attacn of the grip
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Chamberlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
W. Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of
Shortsvllle, N. Y. "This is the honeBt
truth. I at times kept from coughing
myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l
of this remedy, and when the coughing spell would come on at night I
would take a dose and It seemed that
in the briefest
Interval the cough
would pass off and I would go to sleep
perfectly free from cough and Its ao
companylng pains. To say that the
remedy acted as a most agreeable sur
prise Is putting It very mildly. I had
no idea that it would or could knock
out the grip, simply because I had
never tried it for such a purpose, but It
did, and it seemed with the second at
tack of coughing tbe remedy caused it
to not only be of less duration, but tbe
pains were far less severe, and I had
not used the contents of one bottle be
fore Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
tale by all druggists.

Letters from
Women
Cured by the use of Kodol are received dally.
Their trouble nearly all begin with Indigos
lion or other stomach disorder.
If the food you eat falls to give strength
to your body, It Is because the Juices
by the stomach and digestive organs
are Inadequate to transform the nutrient properties of the food Into blood. That Ij
Indigestion. The system Is deprived of the
amount oi nounsnmem required to keep up
the strength, and the result is that one or
more of the delicate organs gradually grows
weak, and then weaker, until finally it Is
diseased. Here a great mistake la made.
mat oi treating the diseased organ. The
best doctors In the land make this very
mistake. Why should they f It is so easy
to aee that the trouble Is not there.

ed

V
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o

Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoe- sstrongest boys' shoe In the world-m- ade
of box calf or vlcl kid. at $2.50.
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 63 f3.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb

ruary

20, 1903.

Notice is hereby given thnt the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Probate
Clerk ot Valencia county, at Los
Lunas, N. M., on April 1, 1903, viz.:
Juan Antonio Alderete for the E
SEVi, Sec. 14, T. 8 N., R. S T.
He names tho following witnesses to
provo his continuous residence upon
and cultivatioa of, said land, viz.:
Jesus Alderete, of Peralta, N. M.;
This famous remedy puts the stomach and Seferlno Alderete, of Peraita, N. M.;
digestive organs in a healthy condition so Jesus Torres, of Peralta, N. it.;
o
that rich, red blood Is sent coursing through
Otero, of Peralta, N. M.
the veins and arteries of every muscle, tissue
MANUEL. R. OTERO, Register.
ana liber throughout every organ oi the en-

Kodol
Cures

Tran-quilin-

tire body, and by Nature's'law of health, full
itrengm and vigor is soon restored to each.
Kodol cures indigestion, dyspepsia and all
itomach disorders.
I have taken Kodol for nearly two months
ifter each meal and It Is the only remedy
that gave relief from the terrible pains I
tndured. After a time I would take It but
snce a day, find now. while I keep a bottle
handy I seldom need It, as It has cured me.
Mas. J. w. Coolbauoh, Mllo Center, N. Y.

Kodol Digests What You Eat.
lottlea only.

$ 1 .00 Slie holding 7 H time the trial
which sells for SO cents,

die.

repand by E. O. DsWITT CO., CHIOAQO
B. II. liriggs & Co. and. S. Yann Ac Son

call, your committee has paid out over
purchase of saw
mill site and right of way, on vouchers
approved by the auditing committee.
There Is urgent need for, prompt
payment not later than date named, as
final payments must be made on prop
erties In conformity with our contracts
and agreements. It will greatly facilitate matters It subscribers make pay
ment to the Bank of Commerce direct
and not await personal call.
C. F. MYERS, Trustee.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 12, 1903.
$11,000 on account of

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 43S1.)
Department of the Interior, Land Offlco
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1903:
Notice la hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Clerk ot
the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
M., on April 21, 1903, viz.: William H.
H. Allison, for the E4 of NW4. and
lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
He names the fonowlng witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
86
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the White Elephant for tbe X
imported
German
beer. Just received X
X
from Germany.

A BOY,
A GIRL,
A MAN,
A WOMAN,
TO FIND ANYTHING,
TO BUY ANYTHING,

X

FOrs ijAL,- e- Old papers, 26 cents per X

l't

rL'.i. at th

X

Citizen offee.

For Coughs, Cold and Croup.

Mrs. Batuuini, at ner parlors. No.
First street, over the Hj de
Exploring Expltion store, la prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, de
hair dressilng, treat corns, bunions
and ingrowing nails. She gives mas
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of com
plexlon cream builds up the skin and
improves tbe complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; re
moves moles, warts and superfluous
balr. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder which shi
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes tbe teeth
clean and white. It Ib highly recom
mended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure. nd pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegeta
ble compounds. Give her a tiAal.
Automatic telephone 490.
105 8outh

DtW Early Risers
Tho famous little pills

The North Pole Saloon
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Mr. Robert Thomas lilair's concerto Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer.
for violin, to be rendered at the Metropolitan concert this evening will be,
CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
perhaps, his greatest effort since com213 8outh Ceroid Street.
ing among us. It is a magnificent composition and will receive full Justice
DEVOE'S READY-MIXE- D
PAIJT
at the hands of our young violinist.
More Riots.
One Gallon Covers 300 Square
Disturbances of strikers are not nearTWO COATS.
ly as grave as an individual disorder of
the system. Overwork, loss of sleep,
nervous tension will be followed by

7

Feet

&UPPUE3 1

Is Immediately

employed.
There's
A.
nothing so efficient to cure disorders
of the liver or kidneys as Electric Bitters. It's a wonderful tonic, and effective nervine and the greatest all
Crip rtemedies in Great Demand.
around medicine for run down sys
When colds and grip are prevalent tems. It dispels nervousness, rheumathe quickest and surest remedies are in tism and neuralgia and expels malaria
goat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams, germs. Only 50c, and satisfaction
of McDtilT, Va., says that he was cured guaranteed by all druggists.
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
D. C. Hobart. of Silver City, who
grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough was a legislative employe, passed
preRemedy after trying several other
down the road homeward last night.
parations with no effect. For sale by
all druggists.
Working Overtime.
o
those
Eiht hour laws are Ignored byKing's
tireless, little workers Dr.
For Over Sixty Veart.
New Life Pills. Millions are always
An old anj well tried remedy.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has at work, night and day, curing indigesstck
been used for over sixty years by mil- tion, biliousness, constipation,
and all stomach, liver and SEE THE
lions of mothers for their children headache
PRICfcS. 8EE THE GOODS
bowel trouble. Easy, pleasant, safe,
while teething with perfect success. sure. Only 25c at all druggists.
Harness
$5.50 to $40.fX
It soothes the chiM, toft ens the gums,
NotkT
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
8addlea
$5.25 to $55.00
Subscribers to the Albuquerque EastIs the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Ia
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug- ern railway terminals and American Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusgists In every part
the world. Lumber company saw mill site are
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value hereby notified that a second call for
subscripan
of
additional
the
Whips
Is incalculable.
IV sure and ask for
15c to $1.50
Mrs. Wlnslows Soothing Syrup, and tions is now called for to be paid into
the Bank of Commerce on or before
take no other kind.
the 22d Inst.
Subscribe for tn Dally Citizen.
Out of the funds received on the first 400 Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque

'f

e

one-thir-

Thos F. Keleher

X
S

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

TO 8ELL ANYTHING,
TO RENT ANYTHING,
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
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One Minute Cough Cure

WANT

IF YOU

Go to

o

utter collapse, unless a reliable remedy

EVERY PAGE OF THIS PAPER
is good readiug, but the best of
0 them all is page 3. That's whore
you will find cur ad.
LION STORE.
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If you'want anything on earth,
X put an ad In The Citizen and you X
X will be sure to get It.
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Have You
Anything

To

Exchange ?

Have you a farm and do you
want to trade Jt for a grocery

toref

Have you a hqree and do you
want to exchange It for a
planoT
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
ameraT
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade It for a book

ease?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange it for

rugf

Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
tor a punching bagf
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carriage 7
Have you a atove and do you
want to trade It for a re'rig- -

iratort
Have you a dog and do you
went to exchange hlrr for a
roosterT
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THE.

Concert at Colombo hall tonight.
The Metropolitan concert at Colombo hall tonight.
AT LAS V EGAS.
Hon. L. It. Prince, of Santa Fe, la In
Thomas Hall Called to That Town to
the city today on legal matters.
Tune a Piano.
Mrs. J. O. Alln-igh- t
has returned
Thomas Hall, who is well known as
from a few days visit at Santa Fe.
the mopt accomplished piano tuner in
Mrs. Solomon Luna came down
transportation
V
southwest,
tie
from Santa Fe and la here visiting to and from received
Vegas with the reLas
city friends.
quest that he come immediately and
Thomas H. Hall, cf the firm of Hall tune a piano at the Montezuma hotel
& Learnard. went up to the Meadow at Las Vegas Hot Springs, which Is to
city on business this morning.
be used In a grand musical concert.
Hon. W. 13. Chllders, the United Thre are many piano tuners throughStates attorney for New Mexico, re- out the territory, but knowing of Mr.
turned to the city from Santa Fe last Hall's ability as an expert, his services
night.
were required, although there was conHon. R. K. Twltchcll, assistant ter- siderable expense In securing this ser&4
ritorial counsel for the Santa Fe road, vice.
We offer today a line of Men's Shoes,
who was at the capital the past few
Those who have fine Instruments,
in three standard styles that we guardays, Is here today.
which need tuning, so that the piano
antee to be solid In every fibre.
Miss Estelle Earl left this morning will hve the tone that delights mu
for her home at Kskridge, Kansas, af sicians, should not fail to secure the
Solid Leather, Solid inside, Solid Outter spending a few months here visit services of Mr. Hall. Anyone desiring
ing with Mr. and Mrs. P. O. Walker
such service can be accommodated by
side end Solid Shoemaklng.
W. M. Bell returned yesterday from leaving their order at i tall & Learna business trip to Las Vegas. He re ard's music store on South Second
Solidity, strength and service are
ports the weather cold up there and street.
stamped on every one of our shoes.
that the Meadow city is far from
Russian sardines. 1c each. SAN
See them.
blooming yet.
JOSE MARKET.
Plnkus, the blind pianist, makes his
LACE, CAP TOE.
We have tancy aim siaple groceries
western debut at Colombo hall tonight.
0
His perlormance on the piano Is pro galore. Perfect health is sustained by
LACE, PLAIN TOE.
nounced by competent critics to be lit- perfect food. We buy our goods fresh,
consequently our customers get fresh
SO
CONGRESS, PLAIN TOE.
tle short of marvelous.
O
At the drug store of .1. H. O'Rielly goods. D. Weiller & Co.
& Co. tomorrow, as stated some days
Mr. George P. Learnard returned
wa
ago in The Citizen, there will be given from a trip to
CwvrUht ltO ft
southern towns on
Jtuh, fcthtn rtehr Co.
away free to every lady that enters Wednesday. During his few days so
A LENTEN BREAKFAST
the store a package of sweet pea journ among the musical inclined peo
seeds.
ple of the southern part of the terrl-toCharles Conroy; the enterprising pro
he sold three fine Chlckering
may be Just as enjoyable surely Just prietor
Have you seen the "Newof the Highland grocery, came Bros.' pianos. Today the firm shipped
as wholesome If you will but select out yesterday with a handsome new four of the Chlckering Bros, pianos out
port?" It's a three-buttosack
wagon. It was made by Her- - of the city. This make of piano has
from the great variety we offer: Cer- delivery
suit that has hit the fancy of the
tran Schulz and Is one of the finest in gained a popular reputation througheals, fruits, fish and eggs. Really wel- the city.
out the southwest.
smart dressers. The young felo
Rev. Robert Renison has returned
come changes from a steady meat diet
Mrs.
was
Birthwell
musician
who
the
lows like it particularly, and we
from Pueblo, accompanied
by his
Parker-Fleminand money savers as well.
aughter,' Miss May, who has been furnished the music at the
know a number who don't demillinery opening yesterday
ill In the Colorado city. Miss Reni- serve to be classed as young
& Learnard
afternoon.
Hall
Messrs.
son is pleased to get back to Albu....
gratuitously tendered the ladles the
querque.
who are wearing It, too. It Is a
piano.
Gus Thelln and Peter Gullion were
o
handsome style, but it is only
.Nos. 11S and 120 South Second St.
at Bernalillo yesterday the former to If RIME Kansas City meats, the gen
one
of the many we are ready to
engage men for the sheep lambing sea
uine article; prime rib roasts and
son, and the latter to look at some loin steaks, Saturday; use Sedgwick
show you.
Aztec relics. They returned to the creamery butter, 2 His. 63c; nice fresh
city last night.
ranch eggs 25c dozen. SAN JOSE
Regular Sabbath service wllf be market:
....PRICE RANGE....
held at Temple Albert this evening at
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
7:45. Music will be rendered by Miss
ALL mTYLKB
Bralthwalte and Mrs. Israel. Louis 311). can of apples
.10c
MUST BE STURDY TO STAND THE RACKET THE ROMPING PLAY
Ilfeld has kindly offered to conduct 2
25c
cans of homiuy
INCIDENT TO THE TRIPS TO AND FROM SCHOOL.
services. The public is welcome.
Dry raspberries, per pkg
31c
11c
Lieut. Otto Redhorst, until recently Strained honey in jelly glass
OUR
SCHOOL SHOES
second lieutenant of the Fourteenth Opal glass stein fll)ed with baking
cavalry, stationed at Fort Wlngate,
10c
powder
yu
mil I'lrtuu i J nil XIO 1 AHU A rl C nAUULO 1 KNOCKS; STRONG
has been promoted to a first lieuten- 1 pkg cracked wheat and 1 pkg
AND STAUNCH. YET NOT CLUMSY.
ancy and will In the near future be
25c
shredded wheat biscuit
2
t
stationed at some fort in Oklahoma.
pkgs celluloid starch. . . ,15c
For dressy wear we can fit the boys with Mastiff Shoes that are neat
25c
can of cottolene
The plans for the enlargement of
and trim in appearance.
All kinds or good shoes at lowest prices.
We carry a good line of carpenters'
the St. John's Episcopal church were
TUB RAILROAD AVENUE
unanimously adopted at a meeting of tools, and our prices are reasonable.
patent
selling
mediWe continue
all
the vcutry of the church Tuesday
evening. A building committee was cines at reduced prices, If nickels and
appointed and work will begin imme- dimes are of any value to you, come
Opposite Postoffice.
224 8outh 8econd St.
and see us.
diately after Easter.
THE MAZE,
J. D. M. Hamilton, the claims attorPlane Tuning.
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
ney of the Santa Fe, came In from CalI will be In Albuquerque on or about
MONEY TO LOAN.
ifornia this morning, and met here
Fresh dressed chickens. SAN JOSE the 19th. Address B. Cassldy, tuner,
Jose G. Chaves and P. W. Zimmerman, MARKET.
On diamonds, watcaes, etc., or any
care Citizen. Prompt attention and
OFFICIAL UNDERTAKERS
two
the
adjusters
claim
located
in
good security; also househoM goods
o
satisfaction guaranteed.
New
Santa Fe Rail Road System
Mexico. Attorney Hamilton will
Mrs. Rosa Berry has secured Orchesstored with toe; strictly confidential.
o
Highest cash price paid (or household
continue north tonight.
trion hall, recently remodeled, for her
HONEY.
toodx. Automatic 'phone 120.
Modern Ambulance Prompt
A
can of the best extracted
The Phoenix planing mill, owned by popular dances. A social dance will
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
be given Saturday night.
honey for $4.00; 13 pounds for $1.00.
Wallace
Hesselden,
has
demonstrated
Service Day or Night.
W. P. Allen, P. O. Box 202.
the kind of an institution It is by turn
WANTED Clean cotton rags for maPecan nut meats,60c lb. SAN JOSE
o
ing out a very handsome oak framed
chine purposes at Tbe Citizen office.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
Queen olives. 20c pint. SAN JOSE
show case. The case was made for MARKET.
Price i cents per pound.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co.'s drug store, at
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
o
The orchestra secured for Mrs. Rosa MARKET.
which place It may be seen.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Berry's dance at Orchestrion hall, SatA Grand Concert.
North 8econd St
Look Into Kleinwort'a marke'; on
J. Weldon Berrey, the well known urday night, Is the best obtainable.
Professor Dl Mauro has made the ar
BOTH PHONES.
North Third street He ha the nicest
basketball coach of the southwest, left
Sweet pickles, lc each. SAN JOSE rangements necessary to give a greattresh meats in the city.
this morning for Las Vegas, where he
concert on the 14th of April in the CoOn
We are sole agents tor Wheeler A
will coach the young ladies' basketball MARKET.
Iomho hall. The grand orchestra of
,
Wilson eewlng machines. Albert
team of the Normal University. It is
If you love dancing and good music, twelve pieces will furnish tbe music
305 Railroad avenue.
probable they will play with the terri- attend the dance to be given by Mrs. and the singing will be by the best
McSPADDEN-SPRINGESee Joseph A. Blondin, manager
torial champions at Mesilla Park soon. Rosa Berry at Orchestrion hall, Satur- talent in the city. It is expected that
Alvarado Trio, for music for recep- TRANSFER
COMPANY T. J. Ashley, an experienced em- day night.
the public In general, and the people
tions, musicales, etc. Headquarters at
n
ploye of the Phoenix Planing mill, had
of this city, will be entirely satisfied
&
Hall
Learnard's.
Chow chow. 15c pint. SAN JOSE with the above concert.
yesterto
the
a
misfortune
lose
hand
HAUL
ANYTHING
We can give you Just as good values
day by it coming in contact with a MARKET.
Piano Moving a Specialty.
Dill pickles, 2 for 5c SAN JOSE
In men's, women's and children's stock- circular saw. He was taken to the
For good goods and reasonable MARKET.
Ings as we can in shoes, uur "Black
In
Joseph's
where
sanitarium,
St.
the
297
Colo. Phone 48
prices come to us. D. Weiller & Co.
Cat" line of hosiery is unsurpassed as Auto. Phone
jured member received surgical attenTO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
to wear, fit and fast colors. C. May's
Dressed chickens. SAN JOSE MAR
tion. He is reported resting easy to
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
This certifies that we make daily
day.
KET.
Kodol
Railroad avenue.
scientific, whole wheat, graham and
The funeral services of Mrs. H. Jay
TREEsVlNES,
Digests what you cat.
ETC.,
FOR
oatmeal bread; Tuesdays and ThursStone, whose death occurred yesterday
Eighth and Tijeras days, salt rising bread; Saturdays,
afternoon, will be held from the un- See Whlteomb,
Boston brown bread and baked beans;
lit i taking parlors of J. W. Edwards at
Fresh lobsters. SAN JOSE MAR choice cakes, pies, cookies and dough
o'clock Saturday morning. The Rev. KKT.
nuts made daily, and to order. Fresh
W. J. Marsh will officiate. The death
o- fruit cake now on hand. Those who
of the good and estimable woman has
Millinery Opening.
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday wish genuine home cooking can have
caused a gloom of sadness to come
many friends In this city.
over
of this week the O'Brien Sisters, West the same by buying from the
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
The funeral services of Frank Sulll Railroad avenue, will hold their spring 323 South Second street, Bell 'Phone
van, who passed away Wednesday, opening. The O'Brien Sisters are re
A15.
;
was held from the Immaculate Con cently from St. Louis and have an ex
ception church yesterday morning at 9 traordinarily large stock of new mill!
Grape fruit, 2 for 15c SAN JOSE
in the new effects iu Cheviots,
o'clock. The ceremony was performed nery, which will be shown on these MARKET.
Mud in and Oxford
by Father Mandalarl. Quite a number days. They are making a specialty of
AN ACKNOWLEDGED FACT.
They
of friends of the deceased were pres the "Gage" tailor made hats.
23
farther
Cerrlllos lump goes
cnt and followed the cortege to Santa also display a large assortment of
Barbara cemetery, where interment Paris and American creations. A cor- than any other coal, but costs the
same. $5 per too. Hahn.
dial Invitation is extended to all.
was made.
iu fancy l'iijue' extra line fancy
S. E. Edmunds, the tobacco expert,
Nut-Le- t
butter, 25c lb. SAN JOSE rOMONEYlOLOAN
Mud ins and Oxford' colors
who has written several letters here MARKET.
absolutely fast.
to prominent people concerning to
On diamonds, watches or any good
bacco cultivation in the Rio Grande A RARE MUSICAL Or rORTUNITY
S1.7S
valley, is expected to arrive tonight
A metropolitan concert given under security. Great bargains In watches
from Kentucky. The matter of tobac the direction of J. E. Pinkus, the noted of every description.
YOUNG'S
A. H. YANOW
co cultivation in the Rio Grande valley blind pianist of New York city, with
has been discussed to a considerable the
SPRING
of the faculty of the 209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postoffice.
extent by the Commercial club, which New Mexico University School of
DERBY
organization has appointed Gov, E. S Music, including John Douglas Walker,
93. OO and 94. OO
(ae
Stover and T. J. Curran as a reception tenor; Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Hlmoe- ,
on
committee for Mr. Edmunds.
companlst); Robert T. Blair, violinist;
Joseph A. Blondin, viollncellist, and Also Spanish Taught.
Terms Res- W. V. Woivin, V. Ti. 3.. Jental Sur- Edward F. Thomas, Basso, will also be
sonable
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, G:att participants. Colombo hall, March 20,
t lock, licit 'phones.
IiYAN
MKS.
li03. Reserved seats $1 00, on sale at
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Matsou's Tuesday morning, March 16. 420 North First street, Albuquerque.

U is a sure resource

WORTHY

VJHY

Our Honest
Shoe Values

s

are I Tall & Learnard in a position to give the best
quality and values irf the southwest? Twelve years
experience has taught them how to buy at the greatest discounts (quality considered) offered dealers who
buy for cash and in carload lots.

Get what you pay for!
And this Is the place to get it

ANOTHER CAR LOAD

mm

oi the high-rad- e
Chickering Bros. Tianos just received. Prospective piano purchasers and lovers of
music are invited to call and inspect them.

mm

t

Afrvpctt Sacfc

P

I

& LEARNARD
HALL
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS

I

$2.

OF CONSIDERATION

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

GOVERNOR OTERO

signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL.
Introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice In New Mexico.
The legal fight Is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Specialty Osteopathy

n

g

J

J. L. BELL & CO.

K

:

SIMON
STERN

ten-cen-

T.

Muensterman

201-21-

& CO.

Best Grades...

to Q20

"76"

POST

HARDWARE

.BOYS' SHOES..

OIO

I.

If

Cotton add Rubber

Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

CLOTHIER

LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

A COriPLETE

The Foundation of Success In Pitting Glasses Is Com
posed of KNOWLEDGE. Upon That Base Only May
be Built a Business Such as Mine

1

Fa-ber-

R

l

Dyspepsia Cure

Spring

Goods

hr

S. T. VANN, Doctor of Ootlcs
WITH- -

JEWELERS AND DRUGGISTS.

Monarch Shirts
St.

"

(

H

Cluett Shirts

one-thir-

Washburn

Nave You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools

-

in Our Window
We

Alo Curry a Lurg Stock

of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

the Piano

Lessons

IE a La

d

J. J.

Albuquerque Hardware Company
i20 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

